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G ov e r nors State University 
st u d e nt publications will be 
geared to bridge the gap of 
comm u n i c a t ion between the 
f a c u l ty ,  s t u d e n t s, and the 
surrounding urban communities. 
It will also deal with problems 
that affect the university. It will 
be s t u d e n t  o rientated with 
student interests in mind. The 
publication will open up the eyes 
of the people who are asleep. It 
will prove itself as a medium of 
communication and awareness: It 
will give the student insight 
concerning what we are all about 
here at Governors. It will make 
them aware of the programs and 
facilities the university offers and 
what kind of activities students 
can anticipate on or off campus. 
The student publication will deal 
with these concepts as the 
symbols  of this publication 
indicate with STUDENT POWER 
the original meaning of the 
symbol. 
GSU Future 
Promising 
BY HERBERT WILLIAMS 
As an expression of Governors 
State University's growth as an 
innovative and effective learning 
center, current enrollment is up 
t w e n t y - f iv e  p e r c ent over 
projection. 
At a second year progress 
report and briefing, held at the 
mini-campus, Saturday, February 
24, William Engbretson, President 
of the unique university, told area 
l e g i s l a t o r s  a n d  m e d i a  
representatives that, "close to 
thirteen hundred students are now 
attending GSU." 
"When we enter Phase I in 
September, 1973," he said, "we 
plan to have about two thousand 
full time equivalent students." 
" Forty-two percent of our 
student body a re graduate 
students, as evidence of a need in 
the greater south end for people 
to do advance study in a variety 
of fields." 
"There are about fifty-seven 
p e r c e n t  u n d e r g r a d u a t e  
students; ... twenty-five percent of 
our students are minority ... sixty­
two to sixty-five percent are 
married .. .  the average age of our 
students this year and last is 
thirty ... there are no kids at GSU, 
we are obviously serving a nePd 
c . ...� ARCHIVES 
TRAVELING ON? 
Do We Walk Or Ride To School? 
Transportation to Governors 
State University has been a 
consistent problem for commuter 
students from Chicago since the 
university opened. Though their 
number is small- one still feels that 
the university has a responsibility 
to meet their needs. Reliable 
transportation could not only be 
b e n e f i c i al to students from 
Chicago, but also those from the 
surrounding south suburbs. 
In a recent interview with 
President Engbretson and Vice 
President of Academic Affairs, Dr. 
E n d r e s ,  President Engbretson 
indicated that attempts have been 
made to solve this problem with a 
bus service that would be on route 
from the temporary campus, to 
the new campus, to the Richton 
Park Illinois Central railroad 
station. This effort has been 
unfortunately delayed due to the 
holding of funds following the 
recent lllinois Central railroad 
w r e c k .  A s  soon as t h e  
appropriations for this m u c h 
needed s e r v i c e  a re passed, 
appropriate measures will be 
taken to solve this transportation 
p r o b lem of Governors State 
University students. This service 
will be under the direction of the 
for a unique kind of student 
body," President Engbretson said. 
In recognition of W. Robert 
Blair, Speaker of the Illinois 
House of Representatives, who 
was at the briefing, President 
Engbretson expressed gratitude to 
the State of Illinois for its 
excellent support. 
He said that GSU has received 
marvelous support from the 
community it serves, as well. 
"Most of the kinds of things we 
have projected, in terms of 
i n s t r u c t i o n a l  p r o g r ams and 
resystems, remain relatively on 
schedule," he said. 
P r e s i d e n t  E n gbretson also 
acknowledged the problems GSU 
might run into. 
"A very serious crutch that's 
going to effect GSU for this fiscal 
year, is the cut in our budget 
made by the Board of Higher 
Education,'' he said. 
Functionally, it will cost us 
approximately flfty-five of the 
provisions we need in order to 
stay at the same staff ratio that 
already exist at better institutions 
in this state. It will definitely have 
(continued on page 8) 
South Suburban Mass Transit 
Authorities. There will be support 
needed from the students, because 
of the scarcity of funds for our 
budget, and how much support 
needed from students cannot be 
determined at this moment. The 
frequency of this service during 
the day is also unknown. 
Dr. Endres indicated her desire 
to see that this transportation 
need be met. She hopes to get 
more information from Student 
Services on this pressing issue. The 
question that still remains is will 
this bus service be aiding the 
students financially as well as 
getting them to the University and 
back to the station? With the bus 
service available students will 
infact still be hassling with late 
trains not to mention the cost of a 
round trip train ticket plus what 
ever the bus service will charge. 
Thus, it becomes an added 
financial burden and untolled 
frustration with late trains. Is it 
not possible to extend this bus 
service to 95th St. and the Dan 
Ryan? This question was posed t� 
Dr. Endres and she indicated that 
it would be impossible. She 
pointed out that the bus would be 
passing Chicago State University 
which is a sister institution to 
Governors State University and 
that relations with them could 
become strained because of the 
transporting of Chicago students 
to Governors State. In other 
words they might think we were 
robbing them of their student 
population. 
S o  f o r  t h e  c o n t i n u i n g  
co mmuti n g  s t u d e n t s ,  t heir 
problem has not been solved. We 
are again at the mercy of someone 
else's decision; thus the hassle 
from the city to the cornfields of 
the boonies will continue. 
In conjunction with both of 
these interviews a survey was 
taken to ascertain the degree of 
student concern in the area of 
transportation. It was also desired 
to find out if transportation is a 
concern shared by the overall 
Gover n o r s  State U n i versity 
community. The objective was to 
survey a random sample of the 
student body to ensure as varied a 
response as possible. Every effort 
w a s  made t o a chieve this 
objective. Space for comments 
was provided on the survey so 
that participants could specify 
any special concern or interest 
t h e y  had which related to 
transportation. 
a.m. and 10:00 p.m. would help 
them. 
In the space provided tor 
comments, tl.ose surveyed gave 
evidence of interest in the bus 
s e r v i c e  by q uestioning and 
supporting, how, when, and where 
a bus service should operate in 
order to best serve their needs. 
Other comments stated that a bus 
service was needed and needed 
now. The service would need to 
provide for a wide range of 
students. The present shuttle 
service from the Illinois Central 
Station to the campus is not 
adequate enough to meet the 
present transportation needs of 
the Governors State University 
students. Others indicated that 
even though they did not find 
transportation to be a hardship; 
they could understand how it 
would be for others. 
The results of this survey were 
shown to a varied group of 
f a c u l t y ,  students, staff and 
a d mi ni st r a tion to see what 
reactions the results stimulated 
throughout the Governors State 
University community. Here are 
some of the responses from the 
faculty. 
"I b e l i eve the university, 
because of its mandates to serve 
low and mludle income people 
from the South metropolitan area 
of Chicago, should provide or 
a r r a n g e  f o r  l o w  c o s t  
transportation from ·the city and 
throughout key points in the 
s u b u r b s .  D i r e c t  b u s  
t r a n s portation, reduced fares, 
cooperative transportation pools 
subsidized by the university, etc., 
are possible." 
"These statistics demonstrate 
that despite all the rhetoric the 
pressing transportation needs of 
the Governors State University 
community are not being met. If 
this university can afford an 
olympic size swimming pool and a 
mansion for the President, it can 
afford to solve the transportation 
mess." 
"I am sympathetic with the 
concerns related to a better 
transportation system for the 
Gove r n o r s  State U n iversity 
community, for J live in Chicago 
and would prefer to use public 
transportation than to drive. The 
final tally of the questionnaire 
indicates that the respondents 
w a nt a better transportation 
system available to them, and I 
agree whole heartedly. As a 
matter of fact, hassling with 
t r a n s p o r t ation might impede 
learning." 
These a r e  some of the 
comments from the students. 
Dr. Keith Smith explains GSU model to area representatives. 
These are the results of over 
o n e  h u n d r e d  p e r sons who 
participated in the survey. Out of 
those hundred people 83% felt 
that the transportation needs for 
Gove r n o r s  S t a t e  U n i versity 
students were not being met; 59% 
do not use public transportation 
to come to Governors State 
University; 86% felt that the cost 
of transportation by the lllinois 
Central Is excessive for a student 
b udget;  9 0% b e l i e v e  their 
t r a n s p ortation needs to the 
university would be better met by 
a bus service; 90% indicated they 
would use a private bus service if 
available instead of a car; and 87% 
indicated that a private bus service 
operating four times a day to and 
from the university between 8:00 
"These conclusions only verify 
my o w n  o ptmo n s  of the 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  p r o b le ms 
connected with GSU. I live 
approximately 25 miles away and 
come to GSU four or five times 
each week. This results in over 
two hundred miles of driving, two 
tanks of gas and boredom. The 
survey in many instances relates 
to things I believe would help me 
a n d  a le v i a t e  t r a n s p ortation 
problems for many students. A 
bus service to GSU would really 
benefit me, and I'm sure after 
looking at the survey, many 
students." 
"Transportation is one of the 
pressing needs, of the poor and 
disadvantaged that has not been 
met by this institution. It will 
probably do no good to bring this 
problem to the attention of the 
power brokers of this institution. 
They will not effectively deal with 
the problem. What they will do is 
mask their unconcern in a mask of 
q u e s t i o n s  t h a t  have n o  
relationship t o  the problem. But 
we will not be stopped by their 
unconcern. This is not the last 
link in the chain. Other people at 
other levels will hear what has to 
be said. I am sure that if all 
a v e n u e s  are explored some 
response can be obtained. It is just 
possible that other areas, other 
than transportation will be of 
interest to some of the people we 
may have to contact." 
"I feel the figures show a 
decided need for a bus service, I 
am employed at the university 
and a graduate student. I drive the 
only car my husband and I own 
and he is forced to get rides to 
and from work." 
The following are the responses 
from the staff and administration. 
"It seems that the majority of 
s t u d e n t s  u s i n g  p u b l i c  
transportation would appreciate 
and utilize some form of GSU 
sponsored transportation." 
"I support the position some 
st udents have undertaken to 
r e o p e n  d i s c u s si o ns on the 
transportation issue. Early reports 
a n d  investigations should be 
released to these students to help 
them in their efforts." 
"I feel from this survey, that 
transportation is expensive to the 
GSU student; and that a private 
b u s  se r vice line is needed, 
especially to Chicago." 
"It is my opinion that there 
exists a definite need for bus 
transportation particularly for the 
students coming from Chicago 
and most of all low income 
students." 
"It appears from the survey 
completed that there is a definite 
n e e d  f o r  a n  a lt e r n a t i v e  
transportation system for students 
attending GSU." 
The students who conducted 
this survey hope that the "powers 
that be" will finally take notice of 
this disastrous situation and that 
s o me t h i n g  that will be done, 
benefitical to the students. The 
hassle cannot continue. So if 
nothing is done to eliminate this 
financial burden and the hassle of 
the I.C. trains, one can only begin 
to surmise that some students 
may have to leave the cornfields 
o f  t h e  boonies for greener 
pastures. 
JOANNA COHN 
and 
CIEL SNOWDEN 
!. 
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UAP Takes A Stand On 
Financial Aids 
BY C. WILLIAMSON, 
EXEC. SEC. UAP 
After reading the article in the 
last issue of the INNOVATOR 
concerning the Financial Aids 
controversy, we the UAP feel 
compelled to make a response to 
that article. 
We, 1be Union of African 
People, believe that a subtle 
back-stabbing campaip caJculated 
to ctlleslion the lntepity and 
competence of Riebard Allen, 
Director of our Fhancial Aids 
Department, Is now ano.t. Tlala 
campaip, which ilaotbiat more 
than a collection of irresponsible 
and perhaps, "racist" gossip in 
actuality demeans the character of 
those psuedo·professionals who 
propagate it more than that of 
Rich Allen. 
The UAP staunchly supports 
brother Allen, whom we feel is 
doinc, bas done, and will continue 
to do an outstanding job in the 
d i spensl ng o f  h i s  du ties. 
Furthermore, In CODductlnc a 
aaney, we discovered that tbls 
was the COIUieDIUI amonc tbe 
students I n volved witb the 
F1aaadal Aids Department at 
GSU. 
Student Advisory 
Co�nrnittee 
The Student Advisory .aoeey for a trip to...._  It 
Coaalttee met Febnaary 13, .. �Peed tbM students do need 
1973. My COIIIDbllatio• to typlftl .mce for-.... followial 
._... U.pocwe whe atiMtU. CliNe rruloa $750.00 .. YOted 
cledded to tet down to tile nitty out for this. Tbe .....,._. for Mill 
piUy Mld 1top tbe IDolilb- V• Wellb and Waadell H.pocwe 
from other .,._tatlftl wbo &o attead the Allodllloa of 
... .,. tum the meetinl la&o a Co llege Uaiaas , ............. l&ate of ct.. aad bedlul. Callie reate W. clerded. A poliey 
Tbe1DiautaaaeJOinlto be pat d e a l l ac witb students oa a bulletin a.c.d loaded Ia ..u lnwiiiCCCMIIIU _...__t ... '-- •or .U _..._11 to GMbh • wa - .,_L, -- • ed 1811-. ..._lifter a.d. "- do .,, IIlii Is • acept��aee -.y the Cvmn"tee Wtl 
lllpOIIIibllty -=" studeat sboald lie out Ia to fOftle. 
-::: stuclenll ae eettiac ..... y iodaipa sc.te Ullhenlty d 
of the eocamltteea arouacl G.S.U • ...-t a he coacert at G.S.U. 
eoafuled. The llenda for Ibis ancl the Coaualttee w• uked to 
Student Advi8ory Coaualttee .pl09ide $242.52 for dinner costs. 
(S.A.C.) included the approval of 'l'bil matter w. to be looked lato. 
Foreign Students Have 
An Advisor ... ? 
BY M. FA ROOK ALIKHAN 
Thanks to Student Services. It 
has appointed a Foreign Students 
Advisor, an undergraduate from 
ccs. 
This supposed to be Foreign 
Students Advisor obviously knows 
nothing about the job and its 
functions. Whoever appointed this 
person also seems to know 
nothing a bout it. For the 
information of Student Services, I 
would like to say that the job 
w hich is known as Foreign 
Students Advisor is a highly 
professional position. It needs a 
qualified person who could handle 
the Foreign Students Aff�tirs. If 
Student Services needs further 
h e l p  o r  w a n t s  t o  make 
independent decisions like the one 
above, it better make sure it 
sounds, looks, fits properly to the 
rest of the GSU community rather 
than make a fool of itself. 
In the first place, I think 
Student Services is not as all 
qualified or authorized to hire a 
person as a Foreign Student 
Advisor without consulting some 
of the GSU community. For 
f u r t h e r  i n formation, Foreign 
Students Advisors always work 
closely with Deans of other 
colleges, faculty, Directors of 
A d m i s s i ons a n d  R e c ords, 
Registrars and the Presidents of 
the institutions-along with certain 
Departments of State and Federal 
Government of the USA. In some 
u n i v e rsities, Foreign Students 
A d v isors function as faculty 
members also. 
The r e fore,  w h a t  f oreign 
students of  GSU need is  a person 
who could fit into the above 
category, rather than any Tom, 
Dick, or Helga. I believe, to hire a 
q u a l i f i e d ,  e x p e r i e n c e d  and 
professional person as a Foreign 
Students Advisor depends on the 
budget. 
I am sure President Engbretson 
r e alizes this and would do 
$0mething in the near future 
about hiring a Foreign Students 
Advisor. In the meantime, I 
suggest we should refrain from 
certain actions as the one taken 
by Student Services in hiring an 
u n q u a l i f i e d  person for this 
position or giving that particular 
title to just anyone. 
Open Letter Continued 
Open letter continued from last 
edition. 
The next scheduled SSAC 
meeting was held on Monday, 
Dec. 18th. At this meeting the 
problem was dealt with and the 
proposal which I had submitted 
was passed. Mr. Allen never did 
submit a proposal to the SSAC. 
I again met with Mr. Allen after 
this meeting and related to him 
the outcome. 
Prior to the 18th seven more 
c h e c k  r e q u e s t s  had b e e n  
submitted b y  the Office of 
Financial Aids in addition to 
those already mentioned. These 
last seven were for a total of 
$1,247 bringing the total to 
$3,283, on the day the proposal, 
which was being waited for was 
passed. On the 19th two more 
requests were made and prepared. 
These amounted to $157.96 
bringing the total expenditure of 
Student Activities Fees by the 
O f f i c e  o f  F i n a n c i a l  A i ds, 
seemingly without guidelines to 
$3,440.96. Leaving a remaining 
b a l a n c e  o f  $1,559.04. This 
remami n g  b a l ance, by the 
approved proposal, was to be the 
seed money for an interest free, 
long term loan fund. 
Only seventeen people have 
benefitted from this fund to date, 
at an average of over $200 per 
person. Two of the people are 
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We Do Have A Good Tlting Goin' -. 11111 WALL 
A Student's Opinion: G.S.U.'s 
by Colleen Green going. We can sit back and C o l l e g e  o f  Cultural Studies 
W e d n e s d a y ,  F ebruary 21, complain 'til the cornfield across continues to be unmindful of the 
Frankie B a r nes and G.S.U. the street turns to gold, but what center of It's wheel because it is 
students-Crawford Holmes, Paul real difference will we have too busy grabbing' at the spokes. 
B i s g a a r d ,  Maxwell  Bennett, made?! As a Liberal Arts College, writing 
Shirlee Mullinix, and Fernando All we have to do is put forth literal and literary, should have 
Chagoya were pleased to greet the effort to work with what been among the first modules held 
eight visitors from Bloom High we've got. Whose fault is it that in that college. With this notion 
School, Freshman division. food scraps and dirty paper cups the Fool agrees and adds: the 
Bill  C h a f fin, their Social decorate the commons everyday? College continued to limp because 
Studies teacher explained that this Who rips off all the hip books that it is wearir:g two left foot shoes. 
special group is just not "into" were once available to all students T h e  F o o 1 m u s t  h e r e  
theschool situation. After rapping i n  t h e  l i brary? Who never reemphasize his .Po�i t i o n  
for a while in the commons, bothered to vote in the University stated in Volume I, of the 
Maxwell and Crawford gave the Assembly elections? Innovator which was and is "the 
'curious kats' a first-rate tour of We're not putting a Sunday Fool promises never to engage in a 
the university. school rap on you. Just consider running word battle with his 
We'd like to share some of the the possibilities we have of readers" . . . This is not the 
comments and impressions they making this warehouse into a purpose of this column! So keep 
related to us while in the place we're really proud of. the comments coming. 
Innovator office -and we hope ------------- P l ease note the annotated 
they dig this picture! pf IAI • symbol of this publication. Its ease rrrlfe... concept is explained in one of its David Bledsoe said, "I think original issues. 
this is a hip school because Don' f The Fool read with enormous betw�n periods you can shoot interest the following ... "At last 
pool or do mostly anything we've found it. Sickle cell anemia 
together." BlOW If! - the new white hope uhmm, Louis Vernon told us, "I like uhmm .. 
Governors State because it's really STAFF 
a hip school, because you can go Bill Tate .................................. Editor in Chief 
home when you want to, or leave Kathy Czyz ................................... Secretary when you feel like leaving. Peace, d' Love and Soul., Fidel is Amatokwu ......................... Assistant E 1tor 
Mike Conran thought, "Your Grant Steeve ... : ................................ Business 
classes aren't closed in and you've Farook AliKhan ............. Advertising Manager and Reporter 
g o t  more f re edom towards Joseph Planera ........................ Assistant Advertising 
learning. I think the best type of James Condron ................................ Advertising learning is self learning." 
The enthusiasm that these kids Marilyn Zwiers ..................... Features and Proofreader 
had toward our university was a Herbert Williams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reporter 
real joy to witness. Lately, echoes Joanna Cohn ................................... Reporter 
of heavy criticisms and 'bitch Lloyd DeGrane .................................. Reporter 
sessions' have been the tempo at Col · d R G.S.U. We DO have a good thing Anna Harris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ummst an eporter 
Leola Scheard ....................... Columnist and Reporter 
SSAC members and collected Paul Bisgaard ....................... Columnist anJ Reporter 
between them slightly over 13% Linda Caillouet ................................... Layout 
of the expended amount. One Milt Petritsch ................................ Movie Critic 
other person received two awards Pho h from this fund. Fernando Chagoya . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tograp er 
P lease n ot e  the enclosed NEW STAFF MEMBERS 
memorandum from the Business 
O f f i c e  e n u m e r a t i n g  t h e  
expenditures. 
Thank you. 
Larry Posanka 
Emery Harmon Colleen Green 
Addie & Anthony Ed Washington 
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Open Interview For Candidate 
Of Math Position In DLD 
BY COLLEEN GREEN 
On Tuesday, February 13, Art 
Evans held a meeting for all 
students and faculty in HLD to 
introduce Ms. Beverly Macon, a 
candidate for position of math 
professor. All students and faculty 
present  were encouraged to 
f o r w a r d  i n d i v i d u a l  
recommendations and impressions 
to Dean Katz after the interview. 
Beverly Macon is presenUy a 
mat hematics  i nstructor a t  
Southern Il l inois University, 
Evansville cam pus. 
HLD students expressed a 
def inite  need for a math 
instructor, since the college has no 
faculty member in a permanent 
position related to mathematics. 
Maxwell Bennett, Student Dean 
of HLD initiated the interview 
with Ms. Macon asking, "As far as 
G.S.U. is concerned, can you 
adjust to an open rlassroom 
atmosphere?" 
Beverly replied, "I have never 
taught in a traditional setting with 
the exception of this year. I have 
always been i n  a n  open 
curriculum and classroom with 
innovative methods." She added 
that she is used to this type of 
program and prefers it. 
C r a w f o r d  H o l m e s  
{stude.tt,HLD) pointed out that, 
"Students are here without a basic 
foundation of math. We have to 
take statistics but no brush-up 
course in math is available prior to 
it." Beverly assured the group, 
that a good remedial math 
program would deal with basic 
Algebra. She added, "It's 
beautiful that you (students) 
realize that the college should 
definitely institute a better math 
program." 
She was then asked why 
students find so much difficulty 
in statistics. "Most people are 
afraid of statistics. It is a monster 
if you're not ready for it without 
the basic knowledge of Algebra." 
Bill Boline {HLD professor) 
brought to the group's attention 
the fact that, "No professor is 
here to cover student's math 
needs, yet certain competencies 
demand math, so students have 
gone to other colleges or have 
taken an independent study. This 
in itself should be a selling point. 
Student need statistics to get into 
graduate  school.  It's very 
advantageous to have." 
Beverly commented that she 
would help students to develop a 
general aptitude to work with 
numbers and the knowledge of 
what they mean. 
When asked to give the group 
some general idea of what type of 
math she would present, Beverly 
replied, ''This of course, depends 
on the type of class I am working 
with. If their interest is the ability 
to attack higher math or statistics, 
I would cover every detail and 
function. First, I would work with 
the concrete, then introduce the 
abstract as a preparation. My aim 
in an Education class is to tell the 
teachers of everyway that math 
relates to the rest of culture. I 
would show tht:m ways to make 
math relate to- the students 
themselve.. People hate-math. I 
work at buildin� a respect for 
math with teachers." 
Art Evans (HLD professor) 
commented that in the Nov-Dec. 
UTE Practicum students, he 
observed, were aware of content 
but not aware of actual teaching 
methods. He then asked Beverly, 
"Do you see yourself being 
sufficient enough to supply 
students with teaching methods­
especially in urban programs?" 
Beverly said that she reminds 
student teachers not to tell 
children to memorize, but rather 
to utilize games and discussions 
for the class. 
''Teachers should go back to 
something the class can relate to. 
Never hammer math into them. 
Don't let frustration set in. You 
must always watch for someone 
who is getting lost." 
Beverly also expressed her 
concern that, "Every university 
should have a background math 
program, most do not. Some start 
at college algebra. Most damage 
done in math is started in grade 
school." She felt that the_ 
traditional methods fail to instill 
meaning in math. If students 
understand the significance of 
math they can be motivated to a 
higher level." 
Art Evans was then asked when 
Ms. Macon might initiate this 
math program. All present felt 
this an essential need in the 
college. lfe answered," . . . this 
summer or fall." 
Beverly told the group, "I'd 
find out what type of students are 
here and examine their needs. I 
start on an individual level, then 
go Cor the class." 
Along with students in favor of 
Ms.  M a c on's future faculty 
position in HLD, Art Evans 
concluded that the definite need 
for a full time math professor is 
·obvious. "I'd like to see someone 
who can relate to our students. 
With such a unique situation we 
must be careful who we bring in." 
Ms. Macon said her math 
program would be available to aid 
students from all four colleges. 
Students concerned for a full 
t i me math professor should 
forward their needs to Maxwell 
Bennett at the Dean's office in 
HLD. 
Part time help wanted for conces­
sion work at Cicero Outdoor 
Theater. 
Fri.-Sat. & Sun. hours 
5:30p.m. to 12:30 a.m. 
Apply in person after 6 p.m. 
Ask for Ms. Jack 
1:roA� 
U(Q) 
6:00�M 
Matteson-Richton Bank 
Announces 
New 
Customer Hours.Read On 
Customers. • •  
Because you keep aettina up 
earlier, ind worltina later, we're 
stretch in& out our bankin& houn 
to meet your schedule. 
We'll open our drive-up win­
dows at 7:30a.m. for any of you 
commuters who need earlybird 
banking Jervice. Our main lobby 
opens at 8:30a.m. 
If you miss us in the mornin& 
we'll be waiting until 6:00 in the 
evening in our drive-ups, until 
5:00 p.m. in our main lobby and 
until 8:00p.m. Friday eveninas, 
both places. 
� Md I.IMoln HI�. M•n-. Illinois 10443 747-CGO • :zM-5411 
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To The Students Of The College 
Of Cultural Studies 
L ast  August all currently 
enrolled students of our College 
w e r e  i n v i t e d  t o  s ubmit 
app lications for the job of 
Student Assistant Dean. The job 
description was a bit nebulous 
since this was a new position for 
our College. 20 students applied 
for the job and after all the 
processing I was offered the 
position. At that time I had 15 
units of incom pletes, which I 
wasn't particularly upset about 
because they were all from 
production courses (TV and film) 
that were in various states of 
completedness. I am a student in 
media and theatre, both are 
extremely time consuming. I soon 
found that my job and my 
classwork and the productions 
(mostly theatre) that I was 
involved with ate up all my time. 
Those 15 units are still incomplete 
and without them I won't 
graduate in June. 
Increasingly I found that my 
job as Student Assistant Dean had 
little to do with my life goals 
{although I feel that it did 
improve the quality of the life I 
was leading�Tight then) and that 
the sheer hands on the TV 
equipment time I needed was 
denied me. 'I personally cannot 
handle that much fragmentation 
in my life. 
I am, however, very happy with 
the way the job evolved. As I said 
when I took it, it was mine to 
make of it what I would; the 
January Innovator h:�s my report 
o f  m y  p r o gress  through 
December. I feel that the job is  a 
very important one to have filled 
in our College. I feel that I have 
established a very good rapport 
with faculty and administration. 
And I feel a certain pride that 
CCS chose someone who would 
fight back rather than "playing it 
safe." 
I see the job as one of cutting 
through red tape. Tht: Student 
Assi stant Dean serves as a 
resource for those who for various 
reasons need their case presented, 
questions answered or ideas fed 
into the proper place in the 
University. It pays $3.25 per hour 
for a 15-20 hour week. I would 
like to encourage any CCS student 
who has any interest in the job at 
all to talk with me further about 
it. I'll answer any questions that 
you have. Leave your phone 
number with Barbara Williams, 
CCS secretary, or go ahead and 
apply to Ralph Crowder. 
Student power comes from 
student participation. 
Becky Keller 
Urban Hills 
Country Club 
BREAKFAST 
Daily from l:OO A.M. to 11 :00 A.M. 
B.UFFET AND 
SHORT ORDERS 
Daily from 11 :30 A.M. 
DINNER 
1 Saturday Night, 
From 7:00 P.M. 
-
PARTY RESERVATIONS ON REQUEST 
JEAN CONNALLY ;:; 
at the 
WURL ITZER 
ORGA� 
Enjoy Your Favorite Mixed Drinks From The 8ar 
MICHELOB ·SCHLITZ -STROH$ ON TAP ··;·:-:-:-:-;-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-.:-:-;-:-.·;•,·:·:· ·.· 
CHILLED MUG - PITCHER 
Richton Road at Stuenkel Road 
NORTH OF THE NEW CAMPUS 
747-0306 747-0603 
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Humanistic Psychology Conference At GSU 
Well - it was all planned and 
hatched at Governors State 
University, the newest, most 
innovative, futuristic, and openly 
humane senior institution of 
learning in the State of Illiuois. 
According to Lorrie Peterson, a 
mem ber of the association's 
National Executive Board, the 
GSU conference is the first and 
the beginning of a series of such 
conferences the association plan 
to be held on a university campus 
in the stat�. At the helm of the 
GSU conference was Dr. Tulsi 
S a r a l ,  p r o f e s s o r  o f  
communications science in the 
college of human learning and 
development (CHLD). Perhaps it 
is to Tulsi Saral, his students 
( J ocie Lemont, Gloria Price, 
Sheila Sharot, Rosanne Smith, 
Tom Gallagher, and I) that the 
long period of planning for the 
encounter came to a joyous end at 
10 p.m., Sunday, January 28. But 
for many of the participants it 
was an encounter that will remain 
fresh forever. Many said they love 
it and would like to see it take 
p l a c e  agaiu. In short, they 
considered it something new for a 
change. As one old lady put it,. her 
participation has disproved the 
fallacies of society that children 
alone can embrace, can hold, and 
can touch each other. 
It is without doubt that before 
t h e g r o u p  m o v e d  i n t o  
deliberation, there were doubting 
thomases, unbelievers, snobs, and 
critics of the tec:hniques applied 
by humanists, but it was to be 
expected that many left the next 
day feeling good, willing to try 
new ways of relating, willing to 
become and ac tualize, and 
perhaps, willing to play for real. 
At o n e  of the regular 
workshops a lady revealed that 
she was always shying away from 
admitting her wrongs, that she 
couldn't believe herself joining 
strange persons in a sharing 
experience. 
The key speaker was Arthur 
Freedman, regional director for 
region II of the department of 
mental health of the State of 
Illinois. 
In a voice that almost gave the 
impression he was not used to 
speaking before a large audience, 
roughly estimated at 300 persons, 
he began by saying, "I would like 
to know what I sound like and 
please stop me when you don't 
quite understand me." He then 
proceeded to talk about the cause, 
the ori&in, and the present state of 
the human potential movement. 
He commented first on the large 
population of societal "deviants" 
who do not wish to subscribe to 
the mold that society sets: These 
people (young and old alike) are 
l o o k i n g  into themselves for 
answers that the typical societal 
role can not provide. ''The growth 
of sensitivity training and group 
CCS Students: 
Thank You 
To all CCS Students: 
I want to express my gratitude 
for your support in the last 
University Assembly Election. 
In order to facilitate better 
u n d e r s t a nding a n d  
communication between your 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  a n d  h i s  
constituency, I have established 
the following office hours. Any 
student wishing to discuss any 
issue or vent his frustrations 
concernini this University may 
see m e any Tuesday morning 
from 11 a.m. to 12 noon, in the 
I n n o v a t o r  O f f i c e  (North 
Rotunda). Letters may be placed 
in Box 190, CS Office. 
A n y  a n d  a ll dialogue is 
beneficial to you as a student and 
to this University, and is whole 
heartedly encouraged by me. 
Thl\nk you again, 
Tommy Dascenzo 
CCS Student Representative 
University Assembly 
encounter," Dr. Freedman said, 
"came out of the needs of 
"deviants." 
The movement began in 1947, 
quite by accident, by a few 
psychologists from the National 
Training Laboratories (NTL), on 
the West Coast. The NTL 
Institute, he claimed has increased 
in size and has expanded its 
p rogram considerably. Among 
other organizations that are well 
known to the human potential 
movement are the Eschalen in Big 
Sur Cal ifornia, and Western 
Behavioral Institute. 
Dr. Freedman devoted the last 
part of his talk to the present 
state of the human potential 
movement. He said basically that 
the major factor in any growth 
facil itative group experience 
depends largely on the group 
leader. "For effectiveness", he 
said, "a leader must be trained in 
theories as well as in practices and 
techniques. But that too many 
leaders are technique oriented 
that t h e y  tend to make 
decisions." He told of some 
business men and a group of 
psychiatrists who took part in an 
experiment in Bethel Maine. The 
busin.ess men transacted and the 
psychiatrists observed. Out of the 
business  men's curiosity to 
discover what the scientists were 
writing about them, they 
demanded that they shift roles 
and the business men became the 
observers. As the business men 
listened to the "feedback" the 
scientists were providing to each 
other, they were able to see 
e x a c t l y w h e r e  t h e i r  
communication problems lie. 
Thus the first t-group in its 
crudest form was started. 
The t-group (training group) or 
encount er group has grown 
r a p i dl y  s i n c e  t h e  Bethel  
experience without a frrm basis 
for practicing these skills. Dr. 
Freedman went on to say that an 
effective leader must be less 
directive, and less controlling, so 
that a group can function 
autonomously utilizing as many 
human resources as the circle 
provides. 
In conclusion Dr. Freedman 
addressed the audience in a tone 
that seemed like a warning to 
beware of ineffective leaders, who 
he chose to coin "the demethod, 
t h e  detechnique and the 
de approach practitioners." 
Following Dr. Freedman's 
speech Dave South, the leading 
workshop person led a large group 
encounter which provided for 
exercises for pairs, trios and 
groups of six. In the final 
experience the whole group came 
together en masse to feedback its 
feelings  a bout t h e  whole 
encounter. 
For a conference taking place 
for the first time even in the Park 
Forest area, the general public's 
reaction Will one of welcome and 
atitude. It is hoped with strong 
public support, GSU will perhaps 
be able to make this conference 
an annual event. 
Fidelis Amatokwu 
College of Human 
Learning and Development 
New 
Professional 
Staff 
Richard W. Nicholson of Park 
Forest  has  been appointed 
university professor of business 
administration in the Governors 
State University College of 
Business and Public Service. 
Dr.  Nicholson has been 
associate professor of business 
a d m inistration a t  Indiana 
University Northwest in Gary. He 
has also been a consultant for 
John Paisios and Associates, Ltd., 
a n d  Standard Oil Company 
( I n d i a n a), l e c t u r e r  a t  
North western University, and 
assistant professor of psychology 
at University of Omahi:l. 
He received his doctorate in 
p sychology a n d  i n d u s t r ial  
relations from Purdue University 
and masters and B.G.E. from 
Municipal University of Omaha. 
CDLDBusy 
Reorganizing 
BY HERBERT WILLIAMS 
The College of Human learning 
and Development is busy setting 
things in order as a result of 
organizational problems they are 
experiencing in an effort to meet 
functional needs. 
In a proposal for reorganization 
of CHLD, Andrew Gale, Assistant 
Dean, asserted that there is a great 
deal of fragmentation within the 
college. ''The dissemination of 
information has been poor and 
efficiency has been to create 
unnecessary competition among 
faculty members and much 
duplication of effort:" 
He noted that this has given the 
college the image of having quasi 
departments, which, he states, " . 
. . is contrary to our mandate." 
He urged that with the projected 
increase in student enrollment and 
limited increase in faculty, it is 
imperative that CHLD find better 
ways of doing things. 
One of the things currently 
being initiated is a series of forum 
committee meetings, tentatively 
scheduled to deal with issues and 
problems CHLD faculty, staff, 
and students find vital in the 
college. 
It was disclosed at the first such 
held meeting, Thursday, February 
15, that participation in most 
CHLD functions is very low. 
Facul t y  i s  n ot encouraging 
students to attend meetings they 
are being notified of. 
Maxwell  B ennett, Student 
Assistant Uean of CHLD elected 
to personally seek out students to 
urge t h e i r  p ar t i cipation in 
scheduled meetings, which he said 
he was already doing. It was 
finally agreed upon to encourage, 
in the classroom, more student 
participation by informing them 
of the importance of student 
imput into pending issues and 
problems in CHLD. 
Further discussion lead to the 
subject of establishing a Steering 
Committee that would be to 
exercise final decisions in matters 
coming out of forum meetings. 
Procedures are already underway 
for f orming this committee. 
Names have so far been submitted 
as possible candidates. They are: 
Linda Miller, Sheila Sharat, Paul 
Bisgaard, Shirlee Mullinix, Gwen 
Goodman, Pam Bonner, John 
Monroe, Tim North, Celia Bitner, 
Jerome Saunders, AI Rose, and 
Barbra O'Donnell. 
Ballots for the election will be 
sent to all HLD student's homes 
no later than February 27, 1973. 
All students in CHLD are-urged to 
complete ballots and tum them 
into the ballot booths located in 
the commons. 
CHLD ballot booths will be set 
up in the commons and manned 
from 9 until 3 p.m. during election. 
This is to enable students the 
opportunity to rap and pick up 
information concerning CHLD. 
After 3 p.m., ballot booths will be 
available but not manned. 
March, 1 973 
First Student For Flexible Degree 
The first student to be accepted 
by Governors State University for 
the new and flexible baccalaureate 
degree program, offered by GSU 
and four other public Illinois 
universities, is a Park Forest 
woman. 
Announcement of Celia-Ann 
Toll as the first student was made 
by the degree coordinator, Dr. 
Dixon Bush. Mrs. Toll is chief 
clerk in the GSU office of 
admissions and records. 
The first such endeavor in 
Illinois, the new degree program is 
designed primarily for mature 
adults and makes it possible to 
Qbtain a degree without Jon{ 
attendance at any one campus. 
It provides credits for life and 
w o rk experience, and allows 
graduation after only 15 of the 
total 120 semester credits have 
been taken at any one or 
c o m b i n ation o f  the .fiv e  
u n i v ersities governed b y  the 
Illinois Board of Governors of 
State Colleges and Universities. 
Mrs. Toll was with Family 
Service and 1\' ental Health Center 
of South CC'ok County when she 
joined G'Wernors State University 
in 1970. At GSU, she is an elected 
civil service representative to the 
university assembly, and has been 
vic e-chairman of the human 
services c o m m ittee of the 
assembly. Earlier, after a year as a 
student in Temple University 
School of Business and Public 
Administration, she was with the 
A m e ri c a n  Friends S e r v i c e  
Committee i n  Philadelphia. 
In Park Forest, she has been on 
the PTA district coordinating 
council, president of Lakewood 
PTA, and a group leader in a 
program offering ju nior great 
books discussion groups to gifted 
children. She has served on the 
Chicago area president's council 
of the Midwest Federation of 
Temple Sisterhoods. At Beth 
Sholom, she has been a member 
of the congregation's board and 
adult education chairman of the 
sisterhood as well as sisterhood 
president. 
Mrs. Toll is mother of a 
daughter who is a high school 
sophomore, another daughter who 
is a college freshman, and a 
married son. Her husband, Jay, is 
deceased. 
- Park Forest Star 
- Park Forest South Star 
- Chicago Heights Star 
- Homewood.flossmoor Star 
- The STAR·TRIBUNE Publications 
- Harvey 
-Markham 
- South Holland 
- Tinley Park 
- Orland Park 
- Oak Forest 
ST R/TRIBUNE PUBLICATIONS 
I Phone 755-6161 I 
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National Chi ldren Dental 
Health Week 
Children gathering around Dr. William Zizic from Chicago Heights to 
listen to him about plaque free in "73" presented by the dental health 
service at G.S.U.  on Sat . Feb. 1 0 ,  1 973 in the Common area. 
Bottom 
Also there was a play called Mickey Moler player by the children of 
G.S.U. Community. 
Student of Prairie State College d ental school talks to students about 
their dental hygiene and information about their programs. 
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It's Coming I 
By Ed Washington 
In a conversation with Dean 
Austin, your fellow Innovator 
reporter discussed and agreed that 
intercultural and interpersonal 
contacts should not cause 
conflicts and tensions among 
students or faculty. The fighting 
and disease of inhumanity among 
intelligent and future leaders of 
our society must somehow be 
alleviated. 
I think that the time is ripe and 
if history is to be made, we at 
Governors State have the best 
opportunity to plant the seeds of 
social and cultural group rapport. 
Don't ask or say it can't come 
true, because I believe deeply in 
your soul, so take a deep breath 
of resolution and decide to search 
your soul for the solution and the 
truth. If we decide to do this, we 
will see the day of justice and love 
and it w ill be at hand. 
Ed Washington is now working 
with Bill Tate, Anthony Johnson, 
Paul Hill, Debbie Harter and many 
others towards a dynamic and 
complex program of events which 
will lead to the development of a 
social JUStice extravaganza in the 
onset of the opening of the new 
GSU college building. If my 
program is to work, the students 
mu.st develop and maintain a new 
code of ethics which will give us 
Student power. 
We must strive to make our 
communications and interpersonal 
relations the best in the universe. 
If we can endeavor to do this, I 
believe that love and soul force 
w il l  add to our skies and the 
bright day of citizenship and 
brotherhood will roll down like a 
mighty storm and no man, not 
even Nixon, will be able to bat 
them down before he drowns in 
his own unjust conscience of 
uncreative and unsoulful disgust. 
We, the people, the fruit of 
Governors State, must start and 
continue with this cry of 
discontent with our jobs here at 
the university and with each 
other. We must find a solution to 
our problem w ithout using 
distinctive or violent d iscontent. 
"It's Coming" and this is only 
the Beginning ! 
Concert Series 
P l a ns are bing made by 
Professor Daniel E.  Youngdahl for 
a series of concerts given by well 
known Chicago and surrounding 
area artists. Admission will be on 
a subscription basis. in order to 
h a v e  a successfu l series,  
arrangements must be made as 
soon as possible. Major concerns 
at the present time include 
facilities and funding. All GSU 
students and staff are invited to 
attend an organizational meeting 
on March 7 at 4 : 00 p.m. in the 
Mini-Conference Room. 
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The set mock-up for the children's. theater play, "Ali Baba and the 
Magic Cave," at Governors State University is previewed by, left to 
right, Ted Wheeler of Park Forest, technical director; Alfred Boyd of 
Markham and Fred Evans and Amy Bertel li of Park Forest, who are in 
the cast of 1 2  children, and Thelma Gilbert of FlossiJ)jM7!", director and 
community professor of creative dramatics in the College of Cultural 
Studies. The play, a new approach to an old tale, will be presented 
March 1 7-18 and 24-25 at 3 p.m. in the university student commons. 
"Ali Baba And The 
Magic Cave " 
Members of the university 
community have joined Governors 
State University students and 
faculty to help produce the 
forthcoming children's theater 
play, "Ali Baba and the Magic 
Cave." 
T h ey a re p o o l i n g  t heir 
creativity in order to achieve a 
common goal of presenting a 
spec i al experience to young 
people behind the scenes, on the 
stage, and in the audience. 
The adult production staff 
i nc l u des Ted Wheeler, Park 
Forest, technical director; Sherry 
Vertucci, South Chicago Heights, 
costume design, and Jean Hood, 
Park Forest, make-up. 
"Ali Baba and the Magic Cave," 
with a new approach to an old 
tale, will be presented March 
17-18 and 24-25 at 3 p.m. in the 
student commons as a community 
service. 
Y 9ung ".Al i  Baba" and his 
:riends pit themselves against tne 
bumbling, com ic thieves and 
elusive villain as they solve the 
mystery of the magic cave. 
Although the setting, ancient 
Persia, is exotic, contemporary 
young audie!lces will quickly 
i d e n t i fy w i t h  t h e  timeless 
reactions and experiences of the 
intriguing characters enmeshed in 
the adventure. 
Twelve children from nine 
c ommunities will be in the 
c h i ldren's theater production: 
Heidi S ickinger of Sauk .Village; 
Ellen Brummel of South Holland ; 
Fred Evans, Amy Bertelli, and 
Alan Strauss of Park Forest; Gary 
M u c k l o w  o f  Crete; Belinda 
Boscardin and Marya Schechtman 
of Flossmoor; David Stacey of 
Monee; Alfred Boyd of Markham ; 
Sharon Hills of Chicago Heights, 
and Francis Buck of Manteno. 
Videotaping by the instructional communications center enables 
dance- stu�nts to see what they do right and wrong in their lessons 
taught by community professor Kathleen Sims at Governors State 
University. 
- -
H O WA R D'S G I A N T  C L E A R A N C E 
"TIRE KING OF 1 972" 
·T I RE SALE during . FEB.  & MARCH 
S H O P A R O U ND A N D  C O M PA RE PR I CE:: S 
HOWARDS STANDARD SERVICE 
RT. 54 AND SAUK TRAIL 
RICHTON PARK, ILL. 
PHONE 7 48-32 1 1  
-
. . .  
W E  W I LL NOT B E  U N DE RS O L D  
.. 
BUY 4 TIRES PlYCRON WHITE/WALL 
8:25 & UP AT SUGGESTED LIST PRICE 
YOU RECEIVE 4 MONROE-MA TIC SHOCKS FREE 
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Shades Of Gray Do Freedom Seekers Always Fight Drug Films by ANNA HARRIS 
Continued from February Issue: 
Interview with Gus Harvey on 
WORDS AND M EANINGS 
Q. Mr. Harvey, if I were �eking 
employment as a Research writer 
through this office, what could I 
expect? 
A. You could expect that we 
would do our very best to find 
y o u  a j o b .  There are no 
guarantees, of course. But we are 
the only unit within the agency of 
Human Resources Development 
that develop jobs - my particu lar 
operation here. And we supply all 
the other offices with the jobs we · 
develop. In addition, we make 
direct referrals from this office. 
That's only a part of what we do. 
U n derstand, we are not an 
e m p l oyment agency by any 
stretch of the imagination - we 
are more or less a referral agency. 
I llinois State is an employment 
agency. The Urban League is an 
employment agency. Tri-Faith is 
an employment agency. But we 
have access to all of these 
e m p l oyers because we work 
d i rec t l y  w i th G overn m e n t  
Agencies, State, City, and Federal 
on a contract compliance. And we 
have all these employers here. So 
we take the opportunity of 
making good for those employers 
who we have in our files. We make 
contact for those persons who 
would come in and do come 
seeking em ployment and have not 
found it elsewhere. 
Q. How does the labor market 
of today com pare to the market 
of a year ago? 
A. Today's labor market is 
much more sluggish than it was a 
year ago. 
Q. In what area of the market is 
the slack more noticeable? Is it 
more, less or equally difficu lt to 
THE PIZZA 
CELLAR 
Pizza-in-the-Pan 
Sandwich Baskets 
Pitchers of Beer 
Wine 
Cocktails 
Rt. 50 & Main 
Monee, ILL. 
563-2040 
place degreed persons, with little 
or no knowledge of application in 
positions than it is to place 
persons with only high school 
education and some technical 
skill, or job training? 
A. The answer to your first 
question is, and I can judge best 
from the examples in our files, 
that there has been a steady 
decline in the request coming into 
this office for the college persons 
who have no work experience. To 
answer your second question is to 
simply say: I n  a situation where 
persons with more technical skill 
than formal education versus 
persons with only college training 
the odds are without a doubt on 
the side of the technician. To go a 
step further, if these degreed 
persons are fresh out of college 
and are seeking work in industry, 
in time and motion study, for 
example, they stand a good 
chance of finding employment as 
trainees. ( I t  takes about two years 
to train a person in this work). 
The Industrial psychology here 
says that these persons can be 
hired at a rate of pay, in many 
instances, far below that of skilled 
workers on, say, Ford's assembly 
line. On the other hand, a man 
50-years old with many years of 
education and experience in the 
same field, would be rejected on 
the basis of having made too 
much money during his career. I f  
this man took the job at  a salary 
which in consideration of the 
money the com pany would lay 
out breaking him in, this older 
more experienced person would 
be greatly unhappy. In many cases 
such as this, these persons will 
leave in the interim, and the 
com pany loses money. 
Q. What's on the other end of 
the spectrum in terms of the 
young college graduate, especially 
I TALO 'S 
Market of Specialties 
Imported & Domestic 
I talian Specialties 
Home Made 
ITALIAN SAUSAGE 
PARTY TRAYS 
Made to Order 
505 W .  1 4th St . 
Chicago Heights, I l l .  
HOURS: Daily 9-7; 
Sal. till 6; Closed Sun. 
PH O NE 48 1 - 36 1 1 
The Music Store 
22353 Governors Hwy. 
Richton Park Ill. 
BE  GINNER'S GUITAR LESSONS 
FIRST FOUR LESSONS 
$5.00 COMPLETE 
748-0555 
TALENT SEARCH 
BEING HELD FOR 
"the kids from illinois" 
AMERICA 'S EXCITING NEW SWING CHOIR 
FOR A U D ITION INFORMATION CALL 
TALENT DIRECTOR : KEM HANGE • 748-3343 
the young college man's career? 
A. We have over-played the BY FIDELIS AMATOKWU 
game in tel ling kids that they had The answer to that question is 
to get a college degree before they "no." The phrase "always fight 
could become useful to society. alone," used this way in common 
We should have told them to get parlance would imply that defense for resisting extermination takes some v oc a t ional training -
something that they could earn the single effort of those who seek 
their living with first, and then go to be free. I would like to say that 
on and enter a field and get as is not true anymore. There are more and more people today who many degrees as they can - go as stick out their necks to aid the far as they want to . . .  But first 
learn how to earn their own living weak from being oppressed by the 
or livelihood. wicked and the strong. 
Q. Is this notion of vocational It will probably blow some of our minds to learn of one such e x p a n d i n g  t h e  B o o ker T. 
Washington theme of educating group - a group of Whites 
the whole man, or words to that situated in Canada have organized 
effect, or is it variations on that with the aim to support the 
theme? liberation movements in Africa. 
A. You have got to use your O u r  B o b  Press w ho is 
hands. The average kid that comes coordinating studies in Africa gave 
out of college now, and it is why the following information to the 
we have so much crime, the Innovator for publication: On 
average kid says, 'well listen, 1 Wednesday, March 7, 5-7 P.M. in 
have got this and 1 am not going the Commons there will be films 
to do that' and resort to anything on REVOLUTION IN AFRICA. 
before he does. . Bob said he thinks that viewing 
Q. You said that "the average the films would benefit students 
kid says, "I am not going to do and facu lty members who are 
that. " Mr. Harvey does that interested in African affairs. So be there. average kid know how to work 
with his hands or to do anything _a_b_a_a ___ o_b_o_f_f-ol-lo_w_i
_
n
_
g
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_
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_
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_
.
_
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_
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_
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special? I f  not, whose fault is it results is that behind them we 
that he does not know how to have all but driven them to the 
work with his hands? end of the road. 
A. He is not going to work with Q. Do you see genocide at the 
his hands. In the first place he has end of that road, Mr. Harvey or in 
not been orientated in that the future for black people in 
direction. In the second place America? 
society has a lot to do with it, his A. No! I don't see that but I see 
inabilities. How do we mold our a change - I just see a change in 
young? Do we let them lead us or our activities. I see a change in the 
do we lead them? We have gotten world as such. Whether it is for 
to the place where we let them the good - it is for the best. But 
lead us. Meanwhile we sit in the the four years ahead I question in 
backgrounds and say, 'my kids are terms of better or even good for 
smarter than I am. So I am going the American people. 
to just follow.' Now what you see So much for words, mea nings, 
among our kids is that we have people ,  prob lems  and few 
done a pretty bad job of it - even solutions. 
(CPS) - Remember when they 
herded your entire high school 
into the auditorium and showed 
you the film on drugs? 
The "friendly stranger," who 
always looked like a villain in 
THE MAN FROM UNCLE, would 
unload a badly rolled joint on this 
incredibly straight couple for an 
ou trageous fee. The next scene 
was the traffic accident where the 
couple had turned themselves into 
hamburger with their car headed 
for the recycling center. 
Or someone slips a couple of 
hits of acid into Suzy's root beer 
and suddenly there is this third­
rate light show and Suzy does a 
swandive from the 25th floor into 
the pavement. 
If you ever thought those 
movies were a bit sensationalistic 
you have backing from the 
National Coordinating Council on 
D r u g E d u c a t i o n .  T h e  
f o u r - y e a r - o l d  n o n - p ro f i t  
organization has just released its 
annual report on drug abuse films. 
According to the group, only 
16 percent of the 220 films 
reviewed were "scientifically and 
conceptually acceptable. " The 
other 84 percent were rejected for 
a variety of reasons including 
sc ientific accuracy and scare 
tactics. Fear as a tactic came 
under special criticism from the 
group. 
Drug films aimed at minorities 
were reviewed and results wer� 
even worse. Out of 2,20 films only 
seven dealt with minority groups 
and all were inaccurate. 
"All seven are stereotyped," 
said one spokesperson. "The black 
male  is always pictured as 
enmeshed in an unbreakable cycle 
of addiction. "  
22222 MONEE RD . 
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I l l inois Students Seek 
Funds From Congress 
A delegation o f  Illinois students S t u d e n t s  f r o m p oorer 
is  c u rren t ly  in Washington socio-economic backgrounds will 
meeting with members of the be particularly hard hit. With the 
Illinois Congressional delegation present bank policies, many of 
a n d  t he House and Senate them will be unable to obtain a 
appropriations committees to ask loan, and will be priced out of the 
them not to axe the federal education market altogether. 
f i n a n c i a l  assistance programs With the resulting drops in 
which have enabled thousands of enrollment and lack of funds, the 
students to go to college. quality of education at many 
A s t e e r i n g  c o m m i ttee  colleges and universities will be 
coordinating this effort was set up seriously jeopardized and the 
by the Association of Illinois pinch will be on the already 
S t u d e n t  Governments ,  i n  b e l e a g u e r e d  u n i v e r s i t y  
c onjunction with the ll linois administrations to either scramble 
F i n a n c i al Aid Administrators for scarce state funds, or resort to 
Asso c i a t i on, in response to a tuition hike. 
President Nixon's budget message The de legation of Illinois 
last January 29, in which he called students is delivering a simple 
for $622 million for the new Basic m e s s a l! e t o  t h e  I l l i no i s  
Opportunity Grant program, AND c o n g r e s s m e n  a n d  t h e  
NO FUNDS AT ALL FOR THE appropriations committees: the 
E X I S T I N G  F I N A N C I A L  SEOG, NDSL, and the College 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS, the Work Study Program must be 
Su p p l e mentary E d u c a t i o n al fully funded for Fiscal Year 1973 
Opportunity Grant (SEOG), and if thousands of students across the 
the National Direct Student Loan country are not to be deprived of 
(NDSL). This is in spite of the an o p por t u nity to have a 
fact that the BOG is not yet post-secondary education. 
operative and may not be by The students are armed with 
September, and the Educational statistics on how a budget such as 
Amendments of 1972 expressly Nixon proposes would affect 
state that the present programs Ill inois students and enrollment at 
must be fully funded before post-secondary institutions in the 
consideration can be given to the state. 
BOG. They have no quarrel , they say, 
The effects of this budget, if it with the BOG program as such, 
is adopted by Congress, will be but rather they want to stress the 
s w ee p i n g  a n d  d i sastero u s . critical importance of funding the 
Administration estimates art:! that existing programs. "The road 
t he machinery to the BOG ahead is indeed a treacherous one 
operational will take 5-6 months for higher education," observes 
to set up, meaning that in all Tim Engen--Bradley Student Body 
probability it will not be ready by President and a member of the 
fall--leaving students intending to steering committee, who is also 
attend college this September in a the only student on Pres. Nixon's 
veritable void in terms of financial N at i o nal Committee on the 
assistance programs available. F i n a n c i n g  of Post-Secondary 
E v en if it is operative by E d u c a t i o n - - " H u n d reds o f  
September, the BOG provides for institutions are walking that line 
a maximum grant of $1 400 of higher costs and diminishing 
( m i n u s  pare n t a l  assessment) enrollment. A financial aid crisis 
WHEN FULLY FUNDED. The at this time could be enormously 
Office of Education, however, destructive to the hopes and 
estimates that the amount Nixon labors of those institutions who 
proposes is only half of what is are fighting to stay alive. We need 
needed to adequately fund the diversity and independance of 
untried program. In the case of institutions. We need equality of 
insufficient funds, BOG legislation access for all .  We need diversified 
stipulates a decrease of all BOG sources of funds. However, all the 
grants on a sliding scale. This national goals may be seriously 
means that even if the program is threatened if the funding of 
set up in a minimum of time, Federal Grants for 1 97 3-74 is not 
students will more than likely c o nsi dered i n  a prac t i c a l  
receive only a fract ion o f  the perspective." 
grant that the BOG legislation Simultaneously with this direct 
intended them to qualify for. The appeal to Congress, the steering 
bulk of their col lege expenses will committee has launched petition 
have to be met by loans at the d r i ves a n d  l e t t er w r i t i n g  
regular commercial rate, i n  the c a m paigns at all the m'ljor 
absence of the low-interest federal compuses in the state, in hopes of 
I o a n  programs a n d  ot her deluging key members of Congress 
supplementary assistance which with mail from affected students, 
will no longer be available at the parents and administrators before 
federal level. the issue comes to a vote. 
BOG Considers fate 
Of Sztuba Parcel 
President Engbretson first took 
care of all University business not 
pertaining to the Sztuba parcel. 
Then after presenting a copy of 
his report given at the University 
Assembly meeting, he asked the 
board to reaffirm their previous 
resolution for the development of 
the parcel. Dr. Bernd, then 
p r e s e n t e d t h e  U n i versi ty 
Asse m b l y ' s  v i e w p o i nt, first 
pointing out that the stand was 
the result of a long and tedious 
battle on the part of the students 
of Balance and then giving a brief 
history of the proceedings up to 
the BOG. 
l'il(.tp Roberts then made a short 
intrctduction to begin the Balance 
preientation. Bob Jensen made 
the opening remarks stating the 
p o s i t i o n  o f  Ba l a nce  a n d  
d i st r i b u t i n g  l i terature  a nd 
petitions that had been circulated. 
Dr. Mendelson then gave a slide 
presentation showing the various 
types of prairie flora on the 
Sztuba parcel. Following Dr. 
Mendelson, Julie Taylor's movie 
was shown to give a better idea of 
the layout of the parcel. Dr. 
Engbretson the!l asked if the rest 
of the movie could be shown and 
permission was granted by the 
Chair. Skip first explained �hat 
the movie's impact was on an 
emotional level and was not 
presented as factual evidence. 
After the movie, Larry Posanka 
gave a summary in which he 
rebutted all arguments presented 
by Dr. Engbretson. The Chair 
then  a p pointed three board 
members to examine the situation 
and report at the next meeting, 
which will be held at GSU on Mar. 
15. 
THE INNOVATOR 
Block 
Poets 
Rap 
E u g e n e  P e r k i ns is a n  
a c c o m p l i shed poet ,  author, 
playwright and social worker. He 
is also an executive director of the 
institute of positive education. 
Mr. Perkins spoke on issues of 
social oppression, black identity 
and l iberation, students in the 
commons were treated to several 
of Mr. Perkin's dynamic poems. 
Don L. Lee, poet, linguist, 
essayist and critic also spoke and 
read some of his poetry to 
students. Mr. Lee elaborated on 
urban issues, ghetto conditions 
and the black persons movement 
in the community. 
GSU's Temp 
Governor Walker has requested 
that temperature in all State of 
Illinois buildings be reduced to 
approximately 69 degrees in an 
effort to reduce fuel consumption 
during the energy crisis. 
The Executive Officer of the 
Board of Governors of State 
C olleges and Universities has 
requested that the institutions 
under this system take steps to 
c o m ply with the Governor's 
request. 
I n  c o m pliance with these 
requests, we propose to lower 
thermostat settings to a level 
which will produce a room 
tem pera ture  o f  69 degrees 
effective Monday, February 5, in 
the M i n i - C a m p u s, P l a nning 
Building and Hantack House. 
Temperature analyses will be 
made to establish appropriate 
set t i ngs for n o n - c a l i b rated 
thermostat areas to maintain the 
desired temperatures. 
Please dress warmly and report 
problems to Mr. Wickersham at 
Extension 84. Hopefully, the 
period of remaining cold weather 
will not be too long. 
Park Forest Art Fair 
On Saturday, March l Oth and 
Sunday, March 1 1th, the Park 
Forest Art Center will hold its 
Fifth Annual Winter Art Fair at 
Jack Perno's Ford Service Center 
at 21 000 Western Avenue in 
Olympia Fields. 
The Fair will feature eighty 
juried artists who are participating 
by invitation only. Many art 
forms will be represented at the 
F a i r ,  a mo n g  them pottery, 
weaving, macrame, glass works as 
well as sculpture and flat art. 
S e v e r a l  art ists  w i l l  b e  
demonstrating their own media as 
well as selling their works. 
Admission is free to Art Center 
Members and to children who are 
accompanied by their parents; 
admission to the general public is 
50c per person. Hours of the Fair 
are 10 :00 till 6 :00 on Satur<lay 
and from Noon until 6 :00 on 
Sunday. 
GSU Slci Trip 
GSU is sponsoring a weekend 
ski trip to White Cap Mountain in 
Montreal, Wisconsin. A bus will 
leave the GSU parking lot on 
March 16 at 5 :00 p.m. and return 
on March 1 8  at 12 midnite. The 
cost of the trip is $50.00 per 
person w h i c h  w i l l  include 
transportation, 2 nites lodging, 2 
breakfasts, 2 lunches, & 1 dinner, 
plus free ski lift tickets for the 
weekend, and a free ski lesson. 
The trip is open to all GSU 
community members and other 
interested people. If you are 
interested in attending, please 
contact Student Services. 
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Eugene Perkins (left) and Don L. Lee spoke to G.S.U. students and 
guests from Crane Tech on Feb. 26. 
Proiect ions I n  CCS 
B Y  MILT PETRITSCH 
PART I 
This is an article on what some 
of the faculty in the College of 
Cultural Studies hope to see in the 
f u t u re both academicly and 
socially. I talked with several 
faculty members including Dean 
AI Sherman, Assistant Dean, Clara 
Anthony, Dr. Dan Bernd, and Dr. 
Anthony Wei. Before the next 
issue, I plan interviews with 
remaining CCS faculty members. 
It is very difficult to speak in 
terms of anything concrete at the 
moment because what modules 
are offered and what cultural 
activities are planned depends on 
various things; such as money, 
student and community interest, 
and time in terms of faculty work 
loads and teaching schedules. 
But CCS continues to be 
o p t i m i st i c  ( t h i s  University's 
favorite word after innovative). I 
admire their optimism and all the 
dreams sound promising indeed. 
Dan Bernd sees the future of 
CCS and G.S.U. as a movement 
toward t h e  needs of the 
c o m m u n i t y ;  a ca talyst for 
"cultural expansion". Dr. Bernd 
has scheduled a module for the 
May-June session and to be taught 
jointly with Dr. Engbretson, in 
Science Fiction. This class will be 
open to community enrollment 
and involvement. What doors 
would Dr. Bernd like to see 
opened in the future? There is a 
need for an English Educator and 
a need to open up the field of 
secondary education. Dr. Bernd 
w o u l d  a l so like to see a 
student-operated writer's group 
and he avidly encourages G.S.U.'s 
own l iterary magazine. (see article 
on Literary Magazine). 
Bernd sees these projections 
re lating to the community's 
educational needs in termr of 
specific modules and projects. 
Deans Sherman and Anthony 
have some interesting ideas for 
v u r  f u t u r e .  They foresee 
expansions in cultural experiences 
for both the life inside the 
University and the life outside. 
There are major dramatic and 
t heatr<! pro d u c t i o ns b e i n g  
developed. The GSU music dept. 
w i l l  p r e s e n t  r e c i t a l s , 
instrumentally �.td vocally. A 
rising interest in dance will give 
way to some dance programs. 
Art exhibits and programs by 
student artists as well outside 
a r t ists are on the horizon. 
Activities and modules involving 
photography and multi-media are 
in the making. 
A most ambitious project is a 
proposed Children's Theatre that 
will find as its purpose, "the 
learning of cultural experiences 
for children of all ethnic groups, 
expanding their knowledge in 
l iterature, theatre and social arts". 
An a m b i t i o us interest in 
j o u rn a l i s m  a n d  professional 
writing develops a new goal for 
CCS; meeting the needs of the 
students with an interest in these 
areas by pursuing a Creative 
writing professor and developing 
m o d u l es a n d  workshops in 
writing. 
N e w  m o d u les are being 
developed in Black and Ethnic 
studies that stretch not only into 
l iterature but into sociological and 
political areas. 
I d e a s  s u r r o u n d i n g  t h e  
development of Community 
Forums and Discussion Groups 
have really captured my attention. 
The organization of such a 
program will involve the public 
w i t h  t h e  students and the 
professors of the University as 
well as the students and professors 
o f  surro u n d i n g  sc hools in 
d i sc u ssi o n s  of contemporary 
social issues. 
Anthony Wei is planning a 
program of religious studies in 
Human Experiences involving the 
community peoples including the 
development of a basis for 
continuing education for local 
clergy. 
I cannot stress enough the 
point that the things discussed in 
this article are "project ions." The 
development and success of our 
academic  a n d  social future 
depends not only on the issues I 
previously mentioned but on you, 
as a STUDENT and as a MEMBER 
OF THE COMMUNITY. Let your 
fellow students, you teachers, 
y o u r  a d m i n istrat i o n ,  y o u r  
"college" and your University 
know your ideas and your wants 
and your opinions! 
In summary, I could not get 
everything into this article. In 
future issues I plan to deal with 
more specific areas of emphasis ­
including specific new modules 
that will be offered and that are 
being planned; comments from 
other CCS instructors and some 
comments from Dr. Engbretson. 
C L A R I F I C A TI ON : We all 
know that for the past several 
months there has been much 
discussion over the Sztuba issue. 
It comes to my attention that 
there is a great deal of talk about 
CCS and their relationship to the 
issue as a college. The staff of CCS 
w o u ld like it clarified that 
although various individuals may 
have expressed their vpinions on 
the issue one way or another, CCS 
has no specific stand as a whole. 
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Informal progress report includes from left to right: Or. Mary Endres, 
vice president of academic affairs, Speaker of the House Robert Blair, 
Dr. Will iam Engbretson, president of GSU, Or. Kieth W. Smith, vice 
president of Administration, Dr. Virginia L. Puicci, vice president of 
Research and Innovation. 
GSU FUTURE PROMISING 
(continued from page 1 )  
a n  impact o n  GSU's ability to 
serve individual needs in terms of 
the uniqueness of our work," he 
said. 
The Honorable W. Robert Blair, 
commenting at the briefing, said 
that, as member of General 
Assembly, he was particularly 
concerned about the development 
and success of our institutions of 
higher learning. 
" Th r o u g h o u t  e d u c a t i o n al 
circles in Illinois," he said, "GSU 
is emerging as a highly regarded 
institution dedicated to learning 
and community service." 
"Although the Board of Higher 
Education has mandated a two 
percent reallocation of dollars this 
year," House Speaker Blair said, 
"modification of plans and goals 
will be relatively painless, since 
GSU is in its early, formative 
stages. 
President Engbretson ended the 
briefi n g  by extend i n g  a n  
invitation to those present to visit 
the construction site of the main 
campus. 
Student Services 
As most students r.robably 
k no w ,  t h e  Hea l t h  Services 
component of the STUDENT 
SERVICES provides a number of 
health-related services to citizens 
of the Governors State University 
c o m m u n i t y .  C o u nsel ing on 
h e a l t h -re lated  s u bjects  is 
c o m p l e m e n t a r y to t h e  
comprehensive total counseling 
program o f  t he STUDENT 
SERVICES. 
In addition to health counseling 
services, students and other 
University citizens will find : 
1 .  First aid treatment for minor 
illnesses and injuries. 
2. Quick referral for major 
illnesses. 
3. Screening for certain diseases 
and conditions. 
4. Vision screening. 
5. Medications for symptomatic 
r e l i e f from c o l d s ,  fever,  
headaches, sore throats, stomach 
upset, etc. 
Students may also be interested 
in the literature available on 
h eal t h  ·careers.  I n formation 
services and monthly health 
education pr�grams are integral 
aspects of the health services 
component of the STUDENT 
SERVICES. 
F o r  more information on 
health services, contact Barbara 
O'Donnell, head health service 
nurse. 
There have  been several 
requests from University and 
community citizens for tutorial 
services for the improvement of 
communications skills, reading, 
and math.  Persons who are 
Interested in delivering tutorial 
services to students or other 
c o m m u nity  cit izens should 
contact the Director of Student 
Services immediately. 
Students w i t h  emotional, 
personal-social, or adjustment 
problems may be interested in the 
professio•l counseling services 
available to them in the Student 
Services. Other students may wish 
to avail tbeiDielves or the .me. 
of the trained counselors in tbe 
Student Services for ,...,.. 
a s s i s t a n c e towal:d career 
developmeo&. Conlenoees may be 
scheduled by eaiHog or Yisitint the 
Stucleot Seniees. 
Altbo•th Gowraon sa.te 
UDheni&y il ildeDded to .ne a a 
commuter institution, the Student 
Services assists students and staff 
m e m bers w i t h  informational 
housing assistance. 
The Student Services maintains 
a c u rrent  l i s t  of students 
interested in acquiring housing or 
finding a roommate to share an 
apartment. The Student Services 
also furnishes addresses and 
telephone numbers of the rental 
offices of the nearest apartment 
complexes as well as the names of 
private individuals who may wish 
to rent rooms or apartments to 
students. 
The University cannot assume 
responsibility for student housing, 
but every effort will be made to 
help students find quarters. 
Response to Questionnaire of 
GSU Student, Ciel Snowden 
A l t h o u g h  t h e  p r e s e n t  
transportation services of the 
University effectively transports 
s t u d e n t s  b e t w e e n  t h e  
m m 1 -c a m p u s ,  t h e  p l a n ning 
building and the Richton Park I .C. 
station, these services do not 
answer the general need for public 
t ra nspo rtation in the south 
suburbs. Other than the Student 
Services' shuttle system there is 
no "public" system or bus system 
to the University. There is no 
charge to individual students for 
this service. 
The rates charged by the 
Illinois Central commuter system 
seem excessive. At the same time 
it m ust be recognized that 
virtually all mass transit systems 
are c urrent ly  i n  f inancial 
difficulty. 
If there were a reliable bus 
system from Park Forest South 
and other nearby communities to 
the University, many persons 
would probably find occasion to 
utilize its services. Four trips a 
day would meet many IJI!eds. 
What is really need  is a 
comprehensive and coordinated 
transportation system that speaks 
to the llmftJ needs of citizens in 
tbeR lOUth suburbs. 
In the absence of a public: 
S)'l&em, the StudeDt ServiCes will 
continue its efforts to llrVic:e 
10me trusportation -.. with 
lhat&le .mces tbroup llaleb 7. 
1973. BIJoad llucb 7, 1973, 
fu n ds for student driver 
••ploymeD& uwe DOt beeD 
coauoi&ae.l. 
THE INNOVATOR 
L IVING 
by t'aul Bisgaard 
I am disappointed with the 
reader response to my column so 
far. I can count on one hand the 
number of people who have 
commented to me verbally or who 
have written their reactions and 
requests. Please let me hear from 
you. 
I was asked about Vitamin E. 
Vitamin E when applied on a cut 
or bum will heal the wound 
quicker and in most cases without 
a scar if applied � soon as 
possible. An excellent example of 
this is found in PREVENTION 
magazine, volume 25 number 1, 
J a nuary 1973 pages 98-103. 
P R E V E N T I O N  magazine is 
published monthly by Rodale 
Press, I nc., 33 East Minor Street, 
Emmaus, Pa. 1 8049, 1 yr./$5.85, 
2 yrs. /$10.45, 3 yrs. /$14.45. 
Vitamin E idso assists the muscles 
and circulation to the eyes so if 
you have poor eyesight you may 
prevent it from becoming worse. 
It has also been found that when 
Vitamin E was fed daily to rats 
they had complete protection 
against ulcers. Although Vitamin 
E is non-toxic those who have 
h i g h  blood p ressu re o r  an 
overactive thyroid gland should 
not take it. 
To u nsaturate butter take 1 lb. 
of butter, 'A cup of sesame seed 
oil, and 1/.t cup of lecithin granules, 
mix in a blender and refrigerate. 
Saturated fats, of which butter is 
one, should not be consumed in 
excess. 
Two good books to read are by 
Adelle Davis. They are : LET'S 
EAT RIGHT TO KEEP FIT and 
L ET 'S C O O K  I T  R I G H T. 
Published by Signet they cost 
$1.50 each. THE COMPLETE 
B O O K  O F  F O O D  A N D  
NUTRITION by J.I .  Rodale and 
Staff is available from the Rodale 
Press. I haven't read these books 
straight through but mostly as 
reference here and there and they 
are really good if you want to get 
your body together. 
I f  you're into natural foods 
here is something for you and 
your animal if you have one. For 
you there is ice cream, not the 
poisonous artifically colored and 
flavored things but real honest to 
goodness ice cream. The name of 
it is TRULY NATURE'S OWN 
PURE ICE CREAM. The price 
turns away most people though. 
At $1.29 a quart you are really 
paying but then you are really 
buying something that won't 
destroy your body. Any health 
food store should have it and if 
not write to 4010 West Belden 
Ave. Chicago, Illinois, 60639 or 
call (312) 227-6700 for more 
information. For your animal 
t h e r e i s  N A T U R A L  
INGREDIENT PET FOOD. I t  has 
no p reservatives or artificial 
additives and- if you are interested 
in your animal's 1\ealth, as well as 
your own, you should stock u p  on 
it. The best way would be to find 
other interested people and buy it 
wholesale in large quantities. 
Otherwise it costs about 39c a 
can. The Geneljll Store, I nc. puts 
it out, they are located at 400 
North Michigan Ave. Chicago, 
Illinois, 60611. 
Let me hear some more 
reactions, good or bad, so that I 
wlll know where the student 
oopulace of G.S.U. is at. 
D & D LOUNGE 
. 3925 Seuk Trail 
. Richton Parte. Ill. 
OPEN 
Mon. thru Fri. 
9 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
Sat� 9 a.m. to 2 a.m. • 
,., Ga!f .. iciMI B.B.Q. .. . 
a.coa Or-.. ...... .... 
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The Ca10p Fire 
By Fidelis Amatokwu 
Everytime I hear somebody 
talk about camp fire nothing 
co mes to my mind but a 
recollection of the celebration of 
Corpus Christie down at St. 
Tho mas's Tea cher Training 
College in my hometown of lbusa, 
N i ger ia. At Corpus Christie, 
school age children gather at the 
dining tables placed on a soccer 
field especially for the feast. 
Usually they perambulate around 
the whole place looking for 
left-overs. Don't get me wrong. 
They gather not because they are 
poor, but because it is part of the 
ritual. 
Lighting the camp fire like 
every other business takes both 
energy and persuasion. A camp 
fire needs dry wood. I knew in 
time that there was going to be a 
camp fire around here because the 
elders in the other end of the 
w a r e h o u s e w e r e  a lready 
begrudging last night's drama - of 
t h e  g o d ' s  se lection of his 
lieutenant. Some candidate on the 
other side of the clan even 
withdrew earlier as Pontius Pilate 
bad, to wash his bands, staying 
clear off the troubled water. I also 
knew that the camp fire was not 
going to yield the kind of 
left-overs as in the case of the 
Corpus Christie. If it burns at all, 
it is l ik ely to render  u s  
dumb-founded and unbelievably 
exhausted. 
But there is an alternative just 
like the Jews had in their struggle 
against total annihilation. In the 
periods between the fourteenth 
and sixteenth century the Jews 
Cabral Dies 
In Ambush 
Amilcar Cabral, founder and 
president of the African Party for 
t he Independence of Guinea 
Bissau and Cape Verde Islands 
(PAIGC), was brutally struck 
down in late January by gunfire in 
an ambush in front of his house in 
the Republic of Guinea. 
Cabral, former secretary-general 
of the party until his death, was in 
exile in Guinea following constant 
molestations and threats to his life 
by Portuguese expeditionist in 
arms. 
The announcement of his death 
was made in a broadcast by 
President Sekou Toure of Guinea 
w h o  s a i d  t h a t  C a bra l ' s  
assassination was carried out "in a 
cowardly and horrible manner by 
the poisoned hand of imperialism 
and Portuguese colonialism." 
I n  L i s b o n ,  P o r t u g u ese 
authorities have long since denied 
any involvement in the plot that 
claimed the lives of Cabral and his 
bodyguard. Ca�ral's wife was said 
to have escaped unharmed. 
In a later release by Guinea 
government sources, President 
Toure was quoted as saying that 
Inocentio Camil, a top aide in 
Cabral's African Party was the 
brain behind · the killing. In the 
meantime, there has been no clear 
and relia ble information to 
val idate President Toure's 
allegation. However, U is the 
thinking of many that certain 
territorial issues other than the 
lnnocentio Camll affair may have 
led to Cabral's murder. 
WbUe one is not wholly sure at 
t h i s t i m e  o f  Po rtucal 's 
involvement in tbe eonspiracy, it 
will- be well to remember that this 
i5 the 11e0nd of suc:b ltHUng in lets 
tbu half a deeade to whieb 
Poltupl ,.. linked. In February 
or 1969 Eduudo Moncllane. 
ao&IMr African Ieeder Will ltBied 
from a bomb eoanalecl iD • book 
.. reaiwed iD u. mail ..... 
resldi.ll  in Dar-es-Salaam .  
Ttn=·b 
were faced with a social strife that 
almost exterminated their kind 
from the earth. At the helm of 
their defense was a General 
Sheridan. And the Jews had 
already proclaimed themselves, 
the people of God. But when in 
war with the Greeks, God did not 
help the Jews, Sheridan cried out 
saying, God do not help us and do 
not spoil it for us. This was to 
become the natural calling of 
peoples who find themselves in 
the game of war upon God not to 
spoil things for them. Maybe 
that's what we need now. 
But the question here is not 
whether the instigating god should 
help or not. Rather the question 
should be, what can we do to stop 
th<' men and women who are 
beginning to lobby for support 
through petition to register their 
disapproval of what appears to be 
an obvious elimination tactic. And 
out of this tactical prank, one 
might as well speculate, or, must I 
s a y ,  s h o u l d  e x pect  t h e  
introduction o f  yet a new area of 
psychology to be called, perhaps, 
t h e  psychology of "popular 
choice eliminat ion." 
I have yet to learn that an 
individual can afford to say, I 
cannot take 'em because I cannot 
work comfortably with them. 
Ridiculous. All we need at this 
point is to be honest and o pen 
with each other in reality rather 
than just rhetorically . 
Time will out and time is 
working against us. Will we 
recognize in time that rhetoric 
alone does not a university make 
or will we sink into the morass of 
mediocrity. 
Did l'ou 
/(now? 
By Hollis D .  Gearring 
In 1827 the State of Illinois 
passed a law declaring all Blacks, 
M u l a t t o e s  a n d  I n d i a n s  
incompetent to be witnesses in 
any court case against whites. 
"Old Jeff," Thomas Jefferson, 
the third President of the United 
S ta tes,  a n d  fa ther of the 
Declaration of Independence, was 
the father of a large number of 
black children. His wife protested 
loud and long to no avail. Patrick 
Henry, a signer of that document, 
h a d  a b lack  son n a m e d  
Melancthon. 
Between 1526 and 1859 there 
were thirty-three slave revolts in 
the United States, one of which 
was that headed by Nat Turner of 
Virginia in 1831. With only six 
companions, Turner set out to 
free the 3, 000,000 slaves. Tht: 
United States Marines and two 
war ships were sent against him 
after he had killed 55 whites, and 
captured several plantations. The 
Seminoles, or runaways of mixed 
Indian and Black descent, ot 
Florida, fought three wars with 
the United States to preserve their 
freedom. 
* * *  
What is a Doctor? What is a 
M.D., P.H.D., J.D.? Should a brain 
specialist know Afro or Euro 
History? Do they teach Afro 
American History in the schools 
of this county? 
I wUl answer these questions in 
my next column. 
• • •  
Did you koow that Abraham 
Lincoln said five times the Blacks 
Weft the declsiYe" force that won 
the ClvD W aJ'? He said be used 
&hem beeaule, "I felt we bad 
reecbed the end of our rope: ta.t 
we bad about played the last 
eard." . 
• • •  
Hire. the 818ek Vet too. ' TW 
...... you, G.S.U. Now. run ad 
leU thaL 
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News Briefs 
STUDENT SERVICES AND 
TRANSPORTATION: 
There is an improvement in the 
transportation from the IC station 
to G.S.U. this session. The drivers 
have been more responsive to the 
students needs in terms of being 
on time to and from the station. 
Ninety-eight percent of the time 
we have been on time for classes 
which is a marked improvement. 
We appreciate this better service 
!Jr. Hill-and : 
Thanks Ron · Thanks Leo, 
Thanks Marilyn and Gwenn 
COMMITTEE NEWS .... 
T h e  H u m a n  S e r v i c e s  
Committee has two new members 
appointed by the Assembly . 
T h o m a s  Haugsby and Tina 
Stretch. 
The Governance Committee 
Meeting held February 12, formed 
a subcommittee for reviewing the 
collegial constitutions. 
One very aware member of the 
University Assembly Executive 
Committee noted the need for 
more faculty a n d  st udent 
representation on the committee. 
A n e w  c o m m u n i t y  
development workshop is among 
learning modules for Governors 
S t ate University's March-April 
session. Sex discrimination in law 
and p ractice is another course. 
* * *  
T h e N a t i o n a l  S c i e nc e  
foundation has granted $32,000 
to Governors State University for 
a s t u d y  o f  t h e  r ol e  o f  
m i c r o or ganisms and fate of 
o r g a n i c  m a t t e r  i n  modem 
peat-forming systems. For Dr. 
Daniel J. Casagrande, university 
professor of earth science in the 
College of Environmental and 
Applied Sciences, the two-year 
project will also provide an insight 
into the formation of ancient coal 
d e p o s i t s  a n d  on processes 
occurring in botanically more 
c o m p l e x  m od e r n  o r g a n i c  
sediments. 
* * *  
A n  " Ea r t h  Week" photo 
contest will be sponsored by 
G o v e r n o r s  S tate University's 
environmental club BALANCE 
and camera club Focal Point. All 
photos must be submitted no later 
than April 10. Contest rules and 
further information are available. 
* * *  
In an effort to reduce fuel 
consumption during the energy 
crisis, room temperature has been 
r e d u c e d  t o  69 degrees at 
Governors State University. 
* * *  
Daniel Bernd has been reelected 
c h a i rman of the 33-member 
University assembly of Governors 
S t a t e  University. Dr. Bernd, 
university professor of English in 
the College of Cultural Studies, 
will preside over the policy 
recommending governing body 
w h i c h is b e  g i n n i n g its 
second year. Tulsi Sara! has been 
elected vice-chairman. Dr. Sara! is 
u n i v e r s i t y p r o f e s s o r  o f  
communications i n  the College of 
H u m a n  L e a r n i n g  a n d  
D e v e l op m e n t. Elaine Strauss 
sec r e t a r y  i n  the office of 
communications, has been elected 
secretary. Among eight members 
of t h e  U n i v e rsity assembly 
appointed by President William E. 
Engbretson, three are community 
r e p re s en t a t i v e s :  D r .  A n n e  
G r e en b e r g  o f  H omewood, 
p racticing physician; Mrs. Joanne 
Micko of the Village of Park 
F o rest South, and Francisco 
Montalvo of Stauffer Chemical 
C o m p a n y  a n d  t h e  
M e x i c a n-Am�rican Community 
Effort organization. 
* * *  
Free environmental workshops 
for community leaders in the 
south suburbs of the Chicago area 
will be offered in March, April, 
and May by Governors State 
U n i v e r s i t y C o l l e g e  o f  
E n v i r on m e n t a l  a nd Applied 
Sciences and WILLCO Council of 
Governments at the university. 
* * *  
Student enrollment was 1 ,233 
at Governors State University for 
the January-February session. 
Enrollment was 1,294 for the 
November-December session and 
1,230 for the September-October 
session of the university's second 
year of teaching, and ranged from 
469 to 745 for the six sessions of 
the first year. 
* * *  
A humanistic event for personal 
and interpersonal growth will be 
offered a t  G overnors State 
University. Free to the public, the 
"Sunday Evening Drop-In" will be 
March 1 1, April 8, May 13, June 
3, July 8, and August 5 from 6 : 30 
to 10 p.m. in the commons of the 
mini-campus. 
* * *  
One of many ways of letting all 
students in the College of H.L.D. 
know what is going on in their 
c o l l eg e  i s  t h e i r  p er sonal  
mailboxes. This is  great. 
U r b a n  Teacher's Education 
Work group is setting up modules 
for the next three sessions. This 
i n c l u d e s  m o d u l e s  f o r  
undergraduates and graduates. 
The College of E.A.S. is losing a 
great university professor. The 
n a m e :  D r .  Thomas Cleaver. 
G .S . U . ' s l o s s  a n d  Texas 
University's gain. 
Tongues already are wagging 
about H.L.D. 's students choice for 
the most likeable and congenial 
u n i v e r s i t y  p r ofe ssor.  Last  
graduation Dr. Tulsi Sara! was 
chosen and given an award for 
Distinguished Teacher of Art. My 
p r ediction is that this year 
through his sincere effort and 
work, Dr. Art Evans will walk 
away with an award. We will have 
to wait and see. Almost like an 
Academy Award, isn't it? 
* * *  
· A humanistic event for person& 
and interpersonal growth will be 
offe r e d  at G overnors State 
University. 
The i n troduction to the 
p h i l o s ophy and methods of 
s e n s i t i v i ty t r a i n i ng ,  b a s i c  
encounter, the expansion of 
human potential is to promote 
more harmonius and productive 
human relations between the 
races, sexes, adults and youth 
u n i v e r s i t y  a n d  c o m m unity; 
faculty and students, people. 
Self-awareness in encounter, 
sensory awareness, self-disclosure 
in a small group, and body 
relaxation will be covered. 
Anyone may participate by 
attending dressed casually and 
p r e p a r e d  for a variety of 
experiences. Those attending 
should come at the start to fully 
p a r t i c i p a te in the evening's 
sessions. 
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-Information Please !-
BY MARILYN ZWIERS 
Have you seen the Women's 
Info rmation Exchange Center 
located in the Commons area on 
Thursdays and Saturdays? GSU 
students Sheila Sharat, HLD, and 
Holly Katz, CCS, are usually 
manning the information-laden 
table. 
The "Center" or contact point 
has been officially approved by 
the G SU Women's Advisory 
Counc i l  o n  a four- month 
experimental basis. 
Both Sheila and Holly are 
m e m be r s  o f  t h e  s t e e r i n g  
committee o f  the South Suburban 
Wo men's Liberation Coalition 
which is co-sponsoring the project 
with SHURE. 
One i nter est i n g  resource 
available is a file on area doctors 
who are in tune with women's 
needs. Another resource is a list of 
women's organizations. 
"Drop-Ins" will be March 11, 
April 8, May 13, June 3, July 8, 
and August 5, in the Commons of 
the Mini Campus. 
The experiences are designed 
and conducted by Dr. David 
Crispin and Dr. Tulsi B. Saral with 
their students-in-training in the 
College of Human Learning and 
Development. 
* * *  
TO: G.S.U. 
Graffitti writers 
FROM: E.A.S. 
RE: . . .  
To all of those who feel 
compelled to that uncontrolable 
urge to express your creativeness 
through the use of Graffitti. 
Rather than doing your Graffitti 
talents on the walls of washrooms 
for only few to see, why not use 
the EAS Graffitti Board so that 
the entire university can be aware 
of your talents? 
* * * 
" BRING ONE-TAKE ONE" is 
the motto on the paper back 
exchange rack just inside the main 
door of the LRC. Completely 
free! This system works when 
people bring in any paperbacks 
they want to trade, place them on 
the rack, and browse for other 
titles they want to read. 
All members of the University 
Community are invited to bring in 
t h e i r  p a p e r ba ck t itles and 
participate in this free exchange. 
Honorable Member: 
A special meeting of the 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  S t u d e n t s  
Association announced by its 
President, Morrison Ninalowo, is 
scheduled to take place in the 
Commons, the 14th day of March, 
Nineteen Hundred and Seventy 
Three at 3 p.m. 
The agenda would be the 
association's future activities and 
the election of officers. The 
association would be pleased if 
the meeting is considered a point 
of duty. 
Your absence at the meeting 
would not delay or stop any 
project agreed upon by the 
members present at the meeting. 
* * *  
Governors State University via 
the Office of Communica,ions is 
now a subscriber to the PR News 
Service operated by the City News 
Bureau of Chicago. Beyond a 
GSU students Sheila Sharat (right) and Holly Katz (left) man the 
information table in the Commons area which is set up on Thursdays 9 
a.m. to 1 0  p.m. and Saturdays 9-12. Students are seen inquiring about 
resources available in their interest areas. 
Tell It Like It Is 
by LEOLA SCHEARD 
Dear Leola, 
I noticed how every day you 
are vibrant and the joy you send 
out to all you meet. May I ask 
what is your personal philosophy? 
A.T.S. 
Dear A.T.S., 
I try t.o live each day as though 
it was my last. I do worry because 
I feel I am weak. My philosophy 
to name only one is; I ask God 
each day to give me strength to 
climb the mountain and wisdom 
to go around pitfalls. With this 
strength which is good health 
(mind and body) I can do no less 
than succeed. Try it, you can't 
fail. You are never alone unless 
you desire it. 
Dear Leola, 
My wife and I attend G.S.U. We 
are constantly at each others 
throat. We never did this before. 
When I '¥ant to study she wants 
to go out. My wife very seldom 
cooks at home now. I will soon be 
promoted and we had planned to 
have a house built. When I talk to 
her and tell her I love her. All I 
receive is "Who needs it?" I am 
ready to walk out. What· do you 
think? 
Disillusioned 
Dear Disillusioned, 
If you want to save your 
m a r r iage, go to a marriage 
counselor. Your wife has many 
things on her mind and it seems as 
though it isn't you. There is a 
saying "Absense makes the heart 
grow fonder." If you know you 
are doing your best and not giving 
her reason to act in this manner. 
This is all you can do. I do not 
condone anyone who thrives on 
small retainer, we pay only on a 
usage basis. 
Normally, the wire will be used 
sparingly and only for spot or 
i mmediate news value where 
major Chicago media coverage is 
d e s i r e d .  T h e  O f f i c e  o f  
Communications will originate a 
story from GSU and relay via 
phone 
_
(if less than 100 words), 
TWX VIa the LRC, or mail if time 
permits. National coverage outside 
of Chicago is also possible at extra 
charges to the University. 
More informati(ln is available in 
the Office of Comnu.Jnications. 
* * *  
GOOD NEWS! Ric Masten 
Returns 
Saturday, March 3 
5 :  0 0 p.m. · Concert for 
children 
7 : 30 p.m. · Concert for adults 
and students (with I.D.) 
Adult tickets $2.00 Students 
$1.00 
What does Ric Masten do? "Ric 
sings about a lot of things Racism, 
War and Ecology, but mostly, he 
another person's misery. Stay here 
at G.S.U. and accomplish .your 
objective. You are the head of 
the house. Accept no less. Y ou 
pass this way only once. 
Dear Leola, 
I was listening to a certain radio 
station and you were supposed to 
be one of the guest speakers. Why 
didn't you appear'? Your children 
are in this school. I think this 
program is on a radical nature. 
What is your reason for becoming 
associated with it. 
A Radio Critic 
Dear Radio Critic, 
My reason is doing what I feel is 
right. To be given the opportunity 
to speak my view. I have collected 
data and cannot be called a liar by 
you or anyone else. There was an 
error but I will be on the program 
soon. Keep listening and learn 
some of the things you and many 
others should be aware of. 
Whether it is a radical program or 
not depends on your definition of 
radical. Please listen and also have 
your friends. I will also be 
discussing some things here at 
G.S.U. and giving my opinion. 
This is free speech. 
Dear Leola, 
My husband agreed to go to 
A.A.A. as you advised. He doesn't 
listen to them and thinks you are 
a n u t .  I do see a slight 
improvement. Where should I go 
from here? 
Second Time Around 
Dear Second Time Around, 
If he agreed to go this is the 
first big step. Seeing a slight 
change in him is beautiful. Do not 
expect a miracle overnight. Your 
husband's condition did not occur 
overnight. You and I know who 
needs help. 
sings about people" the concert is 
at t h e  U n i t arian University 
Community Church Fifteenth 
Street and Scott Avenue Chicago 
Heights, Illinois. 
* * *  
Two acting assistant deans have 
been appointed at Governors 
State University : Dr. Clara B 
A n t hony in the College of 
Cultural Studies and Andrew Gale 
in the College of Human Learning 
and Development. 
* * *  
Bob's Place 
SANDWICH ES 
CARRY OUTS 
BEER - LIQUOR 
748-9732 
2331 1 Govenor's li,ighway 
Richton Park, Ill. 
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· Movie 
Review 
BY MILT PETRITSCH 
Snow just won't let up. Car 
won't start. Doorknobs tum 
mysteriously. Stairs creak like 
trampled mice. The cocoa is 
spiked. The room is locked. The 
baby is born dead . No escape! 
Such trappings of the Gothic 
genre creak as badly by this time 
as the front door of the sinister 
mansion. It would be asking to 
much of any director to make 
these antique devices fresh-but in 
"You'll Like My Mother", 
Lamont Johnson tries his very 
best (investing each scene with an 
uneasy clamminess) and creates an 
above-average thriller. 
A pregnant young widow 
(Patty Duke) spends th ree days 
riding buses from Los Angeles to 
M i n n esota to visit her 
mother-in-law , whom she has 
never met. Her husband, before 
his death, had assured her that 
she'd like his mother, but the 
hard , hostile woman ( Rosemary 
Murphy) she meets bears little 
resemblance to his fond 
descriptions. Patty's only friend in 
the forbidding family estate is her 
husband's half-witted sister (an 
im pressive debut by Sian Barbara­
A l l e n ) ,  w h o  b a b b l e s 
fncom prehcnsibly while pressing 
a newspaper clipping into Patty's
. 
palm. Apparently a homicidal 
rapist is loose ( Screenwriter Jo 
Heims doesn't miss a trick! ). and 
good heavens! he looks just like 
the ne'er-do-well nephew ( Richard 
Thomas), who is hiding in the 
laundry room and prowling the 
corridors at night. Under all this 
pressure, no wonder Patty gives 
birth prematurely! It all sounds 
rather gamey but it works rather 
well. 
R o s e ma ry M u r p h y  i s  
excellently witchy and bitchy, 
and Patty Duke makes a 
triumphant return to movies. 
Richard Thomas, in much to small 
a r o l e ,  i s  c onvincingly 
pathological. Adding to the 
unlikely credibility of all this is 
the fact that the film was shot on 
location, enforcing the sense of 
isolation and calamity. The snow 
is not only real but abundant, and 
the house is at once magnificent 
enough for the Ambersons and 
spooky enough for the Canterville 
ghost. 
(Showing in neighborhood 
theatres). 
Position for Assembly 
Intern Open 
The University Assembly has a 
position as Intern open beginning 
March J ,  1973. The position, 
which must be filled by a graduate 
stu d e n t ,  i s  h a l f- time, paid 
according to BOG regulations. 
I n terested students should 
write a letter to: Daniel Bernd, 
Chairman, University Assembly, 
indicating their qualifications and 
their reasons for being interested 
in the position. 
Applicants will be interviewed 
by members of the Assembly 
Executive Committee. 
F o l l o w i n g i s  t h e j o b  
description: 
The University Assembly Intern 
is a position which was created 
one year ago. Essentially, the 
I ntern assists the Chairman in 
making sure the business of the 
Assembly is done. Specific duties 
include the taking of m inutes at 
t h e  Assembly and Executive 
C o m m i t tee m e e t i ngs,  a n d  
maintaining a liason between the 
C h a i r m a n  a n d  t h e  v arious 
Standing Committee Chairman. 
What this means is that the I ntern 
acts as a sounding board for the 
Chairman - solving procedural 
p r o b l e m s  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  
Assembly, directing people t o  the 
right committee (s), and making 
sure the Chairman is aware of 
what is going on in committee. 
This requires a close monitering of 
committee work, especially those 
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"And Th ings That Go B UMP " 
The GSU Theatre Group is new 
and Terence McNally's play, "And 
Things That Go Bump In The 
Night" is a difficult show to do. I 
cannot help but feel that the 
Thespians should have chosen a 
vehicle that wasn't as challenging. 
The cast and crew met the 
c h a l l e n ge valiantly, but not 
altogether successfully. 
McNally's play is an unusual 
o n e  that deals with several 
themes. I interpret the major 
theme as "mankind's fear of the 
unknown". 
role, ( hitting a fine fever pitch 
near the end of Act Ill) ; and gave 
a very fine performance. 
Brian Farrell made a sensitive, 
sympathetic, idealistic Clarence. 
Voice projection and diction 
left much to be desired ( the poor 
acoustics may have been partly to 
blame). Many key lines and much 
meaty and important dialogue 
were lost due to the actors' habit 
of letting their voices trail off in 
the middle of line delivery. 
M e l  S l o t t's direction was 
effective but also uneven. H is 
p r o d u c t i o n  reached s o m e  
excellent dramatic moments but 
lost pace, timing and impact in 
others. Mr. Slott made excellent 
use of the stage area in his 
b l o c k i n g  a n d  placement of 
characters and action. 
D a v e  R e e v e 's set  was 
well-designed and attractive. And 
it m a naged to c reate an 
a p p ro p r i a t e  " c a t a c o m b e y "  
atmosphere. The lighting and 
sound and visuals were very nicelv 
handled by Lee Lindow and 
Becky Keller. CRITIC'S NOTE: I 
don't know how this review will 
be received . .  Undoubtedly, I will 
be criticized and evaluated as a 
critic and people will reprimand 
me with "you know it isn't easy 
to put on a play?". Believe me, I 
know that very well, but please 
remember that reviewing one isn't 
easy either. My criticism is written 
because I CARE about The2.tre 
here a t  G S  U and in the 
community and I hope that my 
criticisms and suggestions. for 
what they're worth, will be 
helpful more than anything else. I 
have tried to be honest and 
objective; and have tried to be 
both constructive and considerate 
of people's feelings. McNally creates a strange and interesting fam ily of people who 
have gone underground to live, 
where in a basement sanctuary, 
they have created an existence all 
of their own. The play revolves 
around their survival as they live 
life their own way, exposing 
internal and personal .feelings and 
touching on elements of life we all 
experience and must deal with it  
in some shape or form. 
Diospora/Voices Behind The Walls 
Though the major theme pits 
t h e  c h aracters a g a inst the 
unknown outside forces that 
frighten them, I perceived within 
the play some ideas and conflicts 
involving universal problems in 
opposition with personal and 
social problems sommitment vs. 
o b j e c t iv i t y  ( i n  terms o f  
non-commitment). 
The acoustics m the GSU 
Commons are far from the best 
and Saturday night's performance 
had some irritating distractions. 
The acting ensemble deserves a 
nod of praise for continuing on 
with hardly even a fl inch. This 
shows the players had good 
concentration. 
Corliss Muse has strong stage 
presence and good gestures and 
emotional control but to me, she 
was ..not suited to the role she 
played. As Ruby, she offered us 
glimpses of chracterization and 
believability, but never totally 
reached them. James Pryor as 
Grand fa didn't quite make it 
either. 
Peggy Erickson as Lakme and 
Kurt Kurowski as Sigfrid played 
with both energy and enthusiasm. 
M s .  E r i c kson w as t o t a l l y  
convincing throughout, sustaining 
her characterization beautifully. 
Though Mr. Kurowski began with 
weak characterization, by the end 
of Act II, he was really into his 
committees whose membership 
may lack direction. The I ntern 
should be able to assist in drafting 
legislation. 
The student must be a graduate 
student. He/she must possess high 
verbal and writing skills. The job 
requires a basic committment to, 
and knowledge of, the Assembly 
structure. It also requires the 
a b i l i ty t o  mediate between 
varying or opposing viewpoints. 
Where Have All The 
Students Gone? 
BY Joanna Cohn 
by ANTHONY AND A DDIE 
We invite you as readers of this 
c olumn to send letters and 
comments to Anthony and Addie. 
If you • want to get involved 
contact The Chicago Prisoners 
Support Committee. They are 
committed to the exposure of the 
U.S. prison system and the 
liberation of the political victims 
of that system. Our immediate 
goals are: 
1) to set up an on-going and 
regu l ar correspondence with 
p r i soners espec ially in the 
Illinois/Chicago area. 
2) to supply prisoners with 
information and literature on 
liberation struggles in both the 
U.S. and the Third World. 
3) to establish comm·�nication 
networks with prisor,er support 
committees around the country. 
4) to educate those of us 
outside the jails on the political 
nature of ·the U.S. prison system, 
as well as the progressive struggle 
o f  our comrades inside the 
prisons. 
We need people, money and 
commitment. If you can help, or 
want more information, contact: 
N E W W O R L D  R ES E A R CH 
C E N T E R, 2546 N. Halsted, 
Chicago ( 348-3370). 
Letters To The Voices 
Behind The Walls 
Dear O.W., 
I would agree: Japan is the 
m ost  westernized and, more 
exactly, Americanized cou ntry in 
the Far East, and is considered as 
such by other Asian Countries. 
The heirs of the samurai and the 
k a m i k a z e s  h a v e  b ec o m e  
e x e m p l ary e m pl oyees a n d  
executives; robots who find it 
quite normal to sacrifice their 
own lives to the demands of the 
great industrial concerns. There 
are over a million bar hostesses in 
the land of the Rising Sun. Many 
Japanese women undergo plastic 
surgery to change the slant of 
'· 
PARK FOREST SOUTH 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
All Lines of Insurance 
534-9001 
525 Exchange Avenue 
Park Forest South, I l l .  
Dan Jessup 
Ted Osuch, C.LU. 
On Saturday February 10, 
Student Services sponsored a 
Pre-Valentines dinner dance in the 1 c o m m o ns ,  featuring a free 
candlelight catered dinner and the 
Nexis Magi Band. Yet with a 
candlelight dinner and mood 
music only twenty- five to thirty 
people were there. The food was 
great and so was the music. "So, ,... 
___ 
A
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M
_
E
_
R
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I
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A
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N ___ ., where were all of you''? It appears 
that we students have become so DANCE CENTER 
super involved in the academics of Chicago's Newest Professional Studio 
Governors State U niversity that Offenng 
when the opportunity areises to BAL LET - M O D E RN 
"get it together" we fall apart. JAZZ - TAP 
Every session students "fork out" Special Children and Adult Classes 
$7.50 for an activity fee that is Kathleen Sims, Director · 741·4969 
never taken advantage of when it 
is offerred. You are wasting your 
money and Student Services is 
wasting their time catering to a 
m ere t w e n t y - five to thirty 
students out of a student body of 
Twelve hundred! 
RICHTON LAN ES 
2241 3 Govenors Hwy. 
Richton Park 
OPEN BOWLI N G  - Mon. & 
Tues. Eves. - 9: 1 5 p.m. 
their eyes so that they may appear 
more western. I n  Tokyo, in order 
to en.dure the smog, one buys a 
whiff of fresh o x ygen from a 
machine for 25c. Japenese banks 
and gigantic firms have assured 
their position throughout the 
southeast Asia. 
The Americanization of Japan 
is not lim ited only to the national 
economy. I n  the 60's Japan 
hesitated between the role of 
s u p e r p o wer a n d  t h a t  o f  
su permarket. The new Prime 
Minister Kakuei Tanaka seems 
determ ined to have Japan assume 
both roles. He doubled the 
Japanese m ilitary budget for 
1973. Tokyo is going to rearm 
herself. 
The first to su ffer from this 
s i t u a t i o n  h o w ever, are the 
Japanese themselves, Particularly 
the youth. Japanese artist Oko, 
asked by his daughter abou t 
Japanese youth replied after a 
l o n g  r e fl e c t i o n :  " S h e  i s  
desperate. "  ( from the preface o f  
J e a n - P ierre C h a brol's book: 
M ILLE M ILLIONS DE NIPPONS) 
Dr. A. Wei Yueh-shan ( LRC) 
Brother S.F., 
I find myself trying to imagine 
how in the hell I can see the 
"same things" outside of prison 
that you feel inside the gray walls 
of human destruction. I don't 
know if it will aid you or not my 
brother, but I must tell you that 
there are brothers and sisters who 
enjoy the luxury of this limited 
freedom yet they too su ffer from 
as you say "failing to grasp the 
su preme power of the universe." 
It warms my heart and stimulates 
my searching m ind when I can 
feel a brother who hilS discovered 
the su preme power which flows 
freely, to those who would Simply 
open up themselves and receive 
this nourishment of the nebulae. I 
have felt the prison experience 
only &lightly, but it still bothers 
me w h e n  b r others on the 
"outside" have no concern for 
wisdom, power or knowledge of 
themselves. Though the penal 
system is designed to break the 
will of the man encased; they 
failed to realize and deal with 
natural law : for every action there 
is an equal reaction. You, my 
brother, exemplify the reaction to 
this madness, you release the 
spirit of understanding, you have 
grasped the supreme power of the 
universe, you have discovered the 
truth ! My brother, you have 
begun to understand self! Please 
continue, your vibrations are 
needed throughout our desolate 
planet. 
APATHY AT GSU 
BY Frank Pointek 
The organization, Balance, for 
those of you unaware, is not 
restricted to EAS students for 
membership. This club, seemed to 
be the only active concern that 
fought for Sztuba parcel and 
seems to be one of the only 
fu nctioning organizations on this 
cam pus. 
A pathy reigneth at GSU :  
I t  must be the age of the 
student, approx. 28, that pollutes 
this stagnating university? Or-does 
ages breed Apathy? GSU appears 
to take on atrs as an extension of 
Chicago and not as that of a 
university, supposedly culturally 
enriching this barren area. So, 
continue to let apathy reign your 
lives as one massive implosion. 
Requiescat in Pace 
* ** * * * ** * *  
Did anyboy notice the State of 
Illinois recently was allocated 
$ 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0  ( billion) in 
back-corporate tax money? How 
much, dear administration, is GSU 
going to get, if, as reported on 
local news media, the money goes 
to education? 
AC 3 1 2  - 563-8825 
Plantation House 
REST AU RANT & LOUNGE 
ITALIAN SPEC I ALT I ES - COM PLETE A M E R I CAN M E N U  
B R EAKFAST F R O M  5:30 BUSI N ESS LUNCHES 1 1 ·3 P M  
D I N N E RS T I LL 1 1  PM 
- - -
Rt. 50 & Court Street Monee, I l l .  
�" VPERT T U N I N G  A N D  R EPAI R 
312/335·4 1 8 1  
B Y  APPO I NTMENT ONLY 21 7/359-3176 
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-Poetry Corner -
For once upon a time, 
POETRY 
By Janet 
For Once 
"The earth has music for those 
who will listen." Poetry is music 
to many of us. We will listen if 
you will write. 
Marilyn Zwiers 
Innovator staff 
Dialogues 
With Self 
Poetry and pro.e, to me, are 
thinca I write for myself, to better 
u ndeatand myselt They are 
written • c:om-tlon to mytelf 
in wbieh I alterate, Bhanaate, and 
c e n e r a t l y  m a k e c l e a r e r  
undentandinll and toteth...-s 
betw- my iaaer and «MMter 
.eves. My 1a ... belnl leuas  how 
my outer lelf deUI wllb It's 
feeliap and my outer Wac leans 
how my illDef .ar feels. Tile only 
...,.. I laMe for PiDI &baD a 
UtUe polilh and ,_ ... a.n 
to other folk il ia a. ...., 1llflbt 
.. a ltde f1l ......_.. ......._ 
lall&llt .. __.,., ...uty. a MW 
way ta aet/..S ta ... wGIId ... 
lfe ia ....._ Siace lbey bate 
aned ay ....,.e ...S lhil II 
lllelr Oldy .... ....... ... l 
..... - ta feel daey .... t 
eaae oa. plkate pmll' · for 
mfll)f. I llulll keep ay IIIIDe ta 
m,.U. S.t_ If y•r "1111- II 
..- - - · loac • l lreep 
taltilll llo aylllf - ... pro .... ., 
l*t thll •t iiJIIn. 
1HJaNtlaa• I fllld tllinll tllat 
•rprl8e ae Ia mylelf, Ulel'. and 
bl"-. hurt .... l did DOt 
know still burt or still c:ut quite 10 
deeply. It il strance what I bide 
from m ysel f, yet releue, 
occasionally, to others. Perhaps it 
is a way of keeping myself from 
having to live within it ail the 
time. 
P e o p l e  make so many 
assu m p tions they (stereotype 
your mind) by what they see you 
as and how you appear, yet thats 
- just fine by me. They're 
welcome to know that - there 
goes that - that fine you ng lady, 
far out freak, or whore, because it 
leaves me free to meet who I want 
to m e et, at that particular 
moment in time, to learn what I 
war.t to learn and get done what I 
want to get done. 
And they don't ever need to 
know. 
That the only thing I really care 
about - that drives me to endure 
the scorn, the pain, the lonliness is 
knowing that when I get the 
knowledge that I want - the fate 
that I will help to forge for all the 
faces that spit on the people I 
loved. 
T h o s e  t h a t  t o o k  t h e i r  
happinesses and crushed them 
into sand. 
If I have one deep and ever 
abiding hate, it is for those people 
who stepped on my man so many 
times that he left his dignity, 
kill<>d the pain, and looked, 
almost begged for other people to 
step on him and left me helpless 
by the side until all our love WbS 
<lead. 
Who took my sister, kil led her 
man, gav� her white powder, 
heaven t hell to kill the pain and 
sold her body to keep the devil 
out of heaven and give her son a 
hell/home. 
I cannot give you names but 
their identities, the essence of 
their minds and hate is what I 
know. I know and loath them 
with the skin and inner being of 
my mind . . . Do not mistake me . 
. .  I would not see them die - but 
drown a slow and painful death in 
thP filthy sewage of their minds, 
in which they struggle to bury 
those I know and care for. They 
can not live without their soft 
pillows and the lives of their 
fellow men to sit and stand, lie 
and piss upon. Someday they will 
wish that ihe scars they left on me 
were not so deep . . . nor their 
pil lows quite so soft, their 
currency in human lives so great. 
God that my lonliness, 
My inabUity to belong in any 
place yet to look at several, 
My search for knowing, 
should give me the abHlty to 
bring that day . . •  
The day when I can stand and 
spit at them in all their self-made 
misery. 
Prisoners of Oppresion, 
Men trampled by psuedo-gods, 
On your knees, refusinc to lay 
ftat. 
Stru-'nc upward in the pain, 
D e a t h  y o u r  i m m anent 
eompmior. - Be it known -
They will DOt wllf-.ly W you 
•· 
AFRAID 
Del&ll � only oace 
Doa't f:!tY, doll't bide 
DIMb il a  COIDiD' 
Don't .. ....... .. It ..... 
l.et )'CMir iDiad  ... .. 
Ulllil tbere Is no ..-..... 
Sleep a_, ,... tr.llles 
Sleep a_, ,... ... .. 
..... -. ... ... ... y 
.., _  
Doa't rua, doa't lli* 
DIMb II a a.a�a• 
Doa't rua, .,.'t lil* 
Doa't ..., .,.'t lli* 
.... ,... ., 
a.dia --
No. 1 
Religion 
My mom read to me poems for 
bas cast a spell over the mind. 
man 
Like an osb'ich. he hides his 
bead in the sand. 
No. 2 
Renewed Death Penalty? 
I am mad, aneered. enraeect 
Rich men run free, ' 
Wblle poor men are caged. 
&�nc Nixon his proclaimed 
A l ife for a life, 
Or tea. once apin. 
No. 3 . 
I have long since to trust 
A poem that lets the mind rust 
That begins "For once upon a 
time ... " 
These poems always teD me 
How to live happy ever after­
For once upon a time. 
Just once, I would Hke to see 
That fairy codmother that 
belonp to me 
For there's a lot I would say 
If she showed up today 
Just for once upon a time. 
I eannot, wll not conform to Then apln, your norm. Wbate¥er happened to the I ltan4l alone. Your ftDoraaee Wltda? I eanaot, wUl not coaclolle. Tbe one that ·does all thoR 
No. 4 · 
lDIIDity abouDC11 al amund 
LUre a dlde Ia a c:yde 
'J'bere Is DO end 
A-. AIDeD! 
No. 5 
... 
,_ 
Ha&e iop  .... 
ON NCtaRt  
.. it ...... 
a.dlt Jiate  
Retlllitte 
Atlla 
r-. 
... 
dirty trick&. 
At 1eMt, lbe eould fty by, 
Wltb a triek or two oa die lly 
For oece upoa a tbae. 
Now, 
l doa't .. priDcr 11 aor 
...... 
Tiley .. IIUiDI ....... ... ftad 
..... allies wltb ... ...... 
Say-wllea Illite I lilt - a 
Qlde? 
Wby. don't -.t wttb that 
..... 
Just for oece apoa a � 
Now u.t l a.ou,llt of al ol  
008 No. 6  ..... ( bow DOW wily l am  atia 
Wldt llalt  Dire thk .. ....... I WONDER 
BY LEOLA 8CHEAilD 
I WODder Ia , .. __. bow a 
lie 
IOUadl like tNtb end truth Ute 
a U..  
In all of our fair land and 
distant 
ones yet to see, 
I wonder in amazement, at 
what 
we call intellicence yet to be. 
For now to me it seems, 
possibly 
you may disagree. 
I wonder in amazement, those 
whom 
lie 
we are told will conceive. 
Are we the tools of liars or 
advocates of truth? 
I wonder in amazement how a 
sounds like the truth. 
Come nearer now and listen, 
for not all will proclaim. 
I rontinue to believe, 
the truth out slueths a lie. 
I wonder in amazement how a 
naked lie sounds like the clad 
truth. 
MONICA 
No oae c=-es  
If ( �  if (  .. 
a. ... .., Jew a't .. w. 
Take a.. ay a.,.. 
And .aways be fair 
(White, that Is! )  
I f  your black. your black 
And that's that. 
If your Jew, your through 
That's a l l ,  shrewd Jew, 
Phewww ... , 
l AM  WHAT I AM 
The job I wanted asked for 
experience. 
But how does a person get 
experience 
If no one hires him? 
This is what I have asked 
myselt 
Over and over. 
So I must struggle and fight 
every inch of the way 
In order to get ahead in life. 
Maybe it's because I am Black 
that is keeping me back. 
The Black man has always been 
classified 
As a second-class citizen. But 
still 
All men are supposed to be 
created equal. 
I must face the problem and 
live with it, 
For 1 am Black. 
The love starved child's tender 
face tear stained and pleading eyes 
said, "come, please come my 
mom is sick. Be my friend if she L ife is something that is 
. precious to me. dies." Anna Hams Some people think that life is 
nothing b!lt a bowl of cherries. 
THROUGH A BROKEN WINDOW But life means more to me than 
No filth abide 
but cock roach hide 
flies fly 
into nose and eye 
tiny infant in dresser draw cry 
young ghetto mother slowly 
die. · 
just having fun 
And going to exclusive places. 
Life is the way I feel within me. 
Life is the way I talk, speak. 
walk, act, and react. 
TRANSITION 
Life is something that is real, 
That no one has the power to 
take away from you. 
Anna Harris Because 1 am Black, I must 
Teddy bear 
Child fair. 
Am I going any where? 
Child fair, 
take care. 
A lamp is burning 
somewhere. 
Teddy bear 
Gray hair. 
Am I going Nowhere? 
Grayhair­
empty chair. 
A lamp has gone out 
over there. 
Milt Petritsch 
suffer 
In order to get what I want 
from life. 
For some reason I do not know 
America will never be the same 
to me 
The iand of opportunity 
The land of freedom. 
It eould c:oae oaly for once 
upoa a thne-
Only for oace apoa a tilDe. 
by Bert 
WHO IS TO STAY 
A ebild DNl' death I saw today; 
His smile too slow, his faee too 
gray, 
His gaze not here but far away -
And I wondered - tomorrow, 
MINE, this way? 
I hold my own and gi•:e him a 
kiss. 
His grin in return leaves a 
feeling of bliss 
So I ALMOST believe there is 
nothing amiss; 
Please - let him always stay just 
like this. 
He is warm and alive and eager 
to smile, 
J umping and hopping and 
running a mile. 
An innocent babe without 
cunning or guile -
All I ask is to keep him awhile. 
Who is to stay, and who is to 
go? 
Until the last moment, who is 
to know? 
There's no rhyme or reason ; 
what is, must be so. 
Bu t I 'm screaming inside - never 
MINE! Never! NO! 
(The Joy) 
by the parent of a 
leukemic child 
SOM E DAYS YOU WAKE THE 
LITTLE GIRL IN ME 
Little girl inside 
Wants a horseback ride. 
Wants to ring big bells 
Laugh on carousels 
Pick the perfect flowers 
Step on all the hours 
With you. 
(The Lonely) 
SOMETIMES YOU LOSE 
Why ask why? 
You're gone. 
Knowing why won't help. 
Love stops sometimes. 
You feel it slip, 
But seeing hurts . 
So, you don't see, 
And one day -
There's only you. 
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Notes Fr110 A Journal 
You ,I come to me again, I 
kuow. 
Time wiD bring you to me as 
it was time that so urged you to 
go. 
but 111 not be as you left me. 
And you too, so different then. 
For change Is certain, 
as was our partinc. 
Autumn I bet you, 
Colour my thoughts but don't 
leave me dying. 
Only wDlows weep. 
I was born to dance! 
Mother ell'th bore me peen in 
spring 
(beeaute I was too anxious.) 
For surely I was to eater 
...  
r, ute u.e ae.t w11 not be lett 
hlaclat on a tne wbo ._ no 
u.e for her aay�DGN. 
the wlad wll a..t by ..,  aad 
I away. 
we'U twld tlnaatl lilae 
- biiDIIIe f!Ddy ta ...... 
..... . 
Aubuaa II erilp to c:nuR1e .ad .,. 
f:!tY· 
l'd lllre to llecoaw • e.tt 
or lplee liD _.. yaur foatue,. 
.... . ,.. ...... 
.. ... ..... ..  tint 
time (  saw you. Lowely. 
HOAKY • 
TEARS NO LONGER f1.0W 
I ....... for te.s DO loacer 
low. 
o.ly prayJac lltads awaU 
I Iauth. for tears no loftier ftow -
WheN IOeial tides pn!V&il 
I lauCh. for tears no loncer Oow 
Where Is the Uberty and justice 
earned? 
I laugh, for tears no longer 
Oow. 
Bitter or Sweet. 
One bears like fertile soil 
Only to know defeat 
I laugh, for tears no longer 
now, 
FOR NOW! 
LEOLA SCHEARD 
A Literary 
Magazine 
For GSU 
BY MILT PETRITSCH 
Dan Bernd has instilled a 
dream, a hope! and an idea in me, 
and in several other CCS students. 
The possibilities of a student 
developed, created, and published 
literacy magazine. Dan Bernd sees 
the purpose of the magazine as an 
opportunity for people to create 
and write short stories, narrative 
fi ction and poetry with an 
e m p h a si s  o n  t h e  w r i t ers 
themselves related to life outside 
of the University. 
Personally, 1 visualize the 
magazine as a chance for us to be 
creative, develop our literacy 
skills, and an attempt at, being a 
"cultural carrier". 
Undoubtedly, you may have 
some completely di fferent ideas 
and concepts. 1'he important 
thing is for us to get together on 
this. We welcome ideas and 
suggestinns but most of all ,  
INTEREST from all  of you . 
Contact 'Jan Bernd in CCS or me 
in the Innovator office (North 
Rotunda) or teave your name and 
phone number in my mailbox 
( Box 94 in the CCS office). 
Remember: 
Learning is thf: sponging up of 
the knowledge and creativity of 
others; 
and 
Knowledge is the acquiring of 
things learned to be used by man, 
characteristic of his individual 
personality. 
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GSU And Western Tangle 
BY HERBERT WILLIAMS 
The Governors State Unhrersity 
basketball team, ''The Wild Kats," 
unclassed and, for the most nart, 
unheard of, came up against • •  the 
also rather obscure WIU's Student 
Government Association All Stan 
- also a basketball team? 
William E. Engbretson, coach 
of the Wild Kats, said before tbe 
game t hat  t h e  m e n  were 
unm�takenly in good fonn • 
they had undergone a rigorous 
night ( ! )  of sobriety and rest. He 
rallied the boys to an enthusiastic 
beginning, and they were "itchin" 
to go. 
The Wildkats were blissfully 
out in front in the first few 
minutes of action. Then with 
eight minutes gone in the first 
quarter the SGA All-stars were 
leading by the dubious score of 
143 to 1 8 - What?! A score board 
correction revealed the score to be 
140 to 143. The All Stars leading 
- I couldn't believe it! It 
apparently became clear what was 
happening! With the Wild Kats 
dominating the court in jumps 
and rebounds, the All Stars 
dominated the control of the 
score board. When asked to 
explain their usual technique of 
p l a y ing, the AU-stars simply 
commented, "They play to win. "  
The Wild Kats played as best 
t h e y  c o u l d  u n d e r  t h e  
circumstances, and everybody got 
into the game, even the coach -
the coach!? Engbretson? Yeah, 
baby, and he got down! At one 
point, he carried the ball down 
court with the quickness of a deer 
(?) being pursued it seemed by a 
Mac-truck. 
F o r  J e f f  Carroll, it was 
sometimes agonizing, trying to get 
around the onslaught of the 
WIU-SGA, Allstars. 
"I t's a tough situation," Jeff 
said, "When you gotta contend 
with the whole team on the floor 
at the same time." It just goes to 
show how tuff we are." As Jeff 
was being carried off the floor on 
a stretcher, it was overheard coach 
Engbretson to remark, "Right On, 
Baby! "  
R ichie Allen w as  i n  there 
rebounding, shooting, m�ing, 
missing, shooting. "He's just as 
good as he's always been," the 
coach said. 
After the game, Allen was seen 
with a pencil trying to figure it all 
out. And finally, it was reassuring 
to learn that Maxwell Bennett has 
sacrificed his scoring average this 
season to denote his skills to 
partying. 
Also, that Allen is giving up his 
basketball career for ping pong. 
Ping Pong! It was a lot of fun. The 
players on the G.S.U. Wild Kats 
are: Jeff Carroll, forward; Dennis 
Treadwel l ,  c e n t e r ;  Maxwell 
Bennett, forward; Bill Boline, 
guard; Richard Allen, guard; 
K u bla  T oure, guard; Wayne 
Brono, forward. .tl round The lJ 
